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The Road not Taken
“The road not taken” signifies man’s
state of bewilderment as he stands at
the crossroads of life, thinking which
path to travel and which path to
abandon.

We exist in a field of endless possi-
bili�es. Every choice wemake shuts an
infinite number of doors. It takes
enough grit and me�le to embark on
an unknown path, but that’s what
adventures are all about. There are
risks, uncertain�es and no guarantees.

But, only if all paths were straight,
what command would we possibly
have over our lives.

Choice is the most puissant tool. We
have the power to change our
direc�on by a simple choice. It gives a
feeling of liberty and the freedom to
choose.

A�er all, choice was the only diffe-
rence between Harry Po�er and
Voldemort!

As JK Rowling said, “It is our choices
that show what we truly are far more
than our abili�es.”

...Which bridge to cross, which bridge
to burn,

Where to halt and where to turn,
‘Tis a conundrum, a messy choice

But with something to teach, and a
lot to learn….

- Shireen Gupta, Batch 2k17
(on behalf of the editorial board)
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Glimpse 2020

I am glad to know that students of Government Medical College and

Hospital, Chandigarh (GMCH) are bringing out their annual literary

magazine: GLIMPSE 2020

Their zeal and enthusiasm for their work even in these COVID times

is appreciable. It makes me feel proud to see that nothing can stop

the youth of our country, once they are determined.

The students of medical background not only excel in academics but

are also equally talented when it comes to other fields.

I congratulate the entire editorial team of GLIMPSE-2020, for

highlighting the literary talent of the medical students, also this

year’s theme - THE ROAD NOT TAKEN, is worth appreciation.

I extend my best wishes on this occasion.

[V.P. Singh Badnore]

Message

Raj Bhawan
Chandigarh

V.P. Singh Badnore
Governor of Punjab
and
Administrator
Union Territory, Chandigarh
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It is indeed a matter of pleasure that the Government Medical

College and Hospital, Chandigarh is bringing out their annual college

magazine “Glimpse 2020”.

Nurturing creativity and inspiring innovation are two of the key

elements of a successful education, and a college magazine is the

perfect amalgamation of both. It harnesses the creative energies of

the academic community, and distils the essence of their inspired

imagination in the most brilliant way.

I am happy to understand that the College is contributing effectively

to the needs of the healthcare system of the country. I am sure this

year’s college magazine will represent the spirit, technical and

literary values of the students and staff of the college.

I take this opportunity to congratulate the editorial team for the

hard work and dedication they have invested in this endeavour.

I wish them great success.

Best wishes,

[Arun Kumar Gupta]

Message

Arun Kumar Gupta
IAS

Principal Secretary Home,
Chandigarh Administration
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It gives me immense pleasure to learn that the faculty and students

of Government Medical College and Hospital, Sector 32, Chandigarh,

are bringing out their annual magazine “GLIMPSE” with the theme

THE ROAD NOT TAKEN for the year 2020.

The year 2020 has been in a lot ways ‘The road not taken’ for many

of us. The Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has changed the

way we live life. Healthcare sector has been the most affected of all.

GMCH-32 has been at the forefront of the fight against COVID-19.

I would like to appreciate the efficient work and health facilities

being provided by the institute in the time of the COVID crisis to the

residents of Chandigarh and adjoining areas. GMCH 32 has always

supported and coordinated with PGIMER in the best possible way

and always looking forward for the same.

GMCH 32 is amongst the leading medical colleges in the country and

is sought after by medical aspirants from across the country.

Medical students from the institute have been at the forefront of

both academics and extra-curricular activities. Be it their annual

fest - EUPHORIA or their magazine - GLIMPSE, they always keep

their best foot forward.

I am sure this magazine will go a long way in enriching our outlook

towards life. My blessings and best wishes to the entire team for

their unflagging efforts.

[Prof Jagat Ram]

Message

Dr. Jagat Ram
M.S., F.A.M.S.

Director
and
Professor & Head of Opthalmology
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF
MEDICAL EDUCATION & RESEARCH
Chandigarh
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It gives me immense pleasure to learn that the students of

Government Medical College and Hospital, Chandigarh, are coming

out with their annual magazine “GLIMPSE” with the theme THE

ROAD NOT TAKEN.

This theme very beautifully emphasizes on the various career

opportunities available around us.

I appreciate the hard work done by the students and the faculty

members despite the unfavourable conditions that have been

prevailing for quite some time now.

My best wishes for all the aspiring medical students for their

productive career in medical profession.

[Raj Kumar]

Message

Professor Raj Kumar
Vice Chancellor
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
Chandigarh
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Prof. B.S. Chavan
M.D., F.I.P.S., M.A.M.S.,
F.I.M.S.A., D.H.M.

DIRECTOR-PRINCIPAL
Government Medical College &
Hospital, Chandigarh

At the time of writing this message for our famous college magazine, ‘The Glimpse’, I
cannot afford to ignore the doom and gloom being witnessed throughout the world due to
the outbreak of COVID 19 pandemic. The invisible enemy has crippled the world economy
and has threatened the survival of a common man. Although India is better off as
compared to rest of the world in handling the spread of COVID 19 infection, still the
number of positive cases has already crossed 2 million and we have already lost more than
40,000 Indians due to this mysterious virus. However, despite this unpleasant and
unexpected situation, the show must go on.

The Government Medical College, Chandigarh, has been developed as a State of the Art
medical institution, located in the City Beautiful. Over the period, the students, who are
admitted purely on merit, have brought laurels to GMCH, not only in the field of academics,
but also in literary, cultural and sports activities. The faculty of GMCH has a passion to
impart not only academics but also instills human values to serve the mankind. This
makes GMCH stand apart from other medical institutions of the country.

Govt. Medical College, Chandigarh, has made rapid progress since its inception in 1991
and today GMCH comes in TOP 15 medical colleges of the country. Presently, we are
admitting 150 MBBS students and 132 MD/MS students purely on the basis of merit in
NEET. In addition to MBBS and MD/MS courses, BSc courses in X-Ray, Anesthesia,
Ophthalmology and MLT are also being run and 140 paramedical students are admitted
annually. In the field of mental health, GMCH is running MPhil in Cl. Psychology, MPhil in
Psychiatric Social Work and Diploma in Psychiatric Nursing. GMCH also runs Nursing
College for imparting BSc Nursing degree and college is affliated with Panjab University.
The students with very high rank in NEET prefer to study in GMCH. GMCH is fortunate to
have dynamic and hardworking faculty and excellent infrastructure.

Medical education can be defined as the science and art of preparing physicians to function
properly in society, implying responsibility for influencing the circumstances and
conditions under which you practice. You have to fit into the country’s health system
consonant with the goals of Health for All, and also actively contribute to the shaping of
these systems. You must be prepared to accept that decision making in health care is a
multidisciplinary and multi-professional work. As doctors of the twenty first century, you
should be able to function as a care provider, decision maker, communicator, community
leader and manager, in conformity with the WHO concept of the so called “first star
doctor”.

Medical professionals get very little time for exposition of their literary and artistic
capabilities and I am sure that this magazine would provide an opportunity for the same.
This issue of college magazine “Glimpse” in your hands carries articles by faculty, staff
and students of this College, and their achievements.

My best wishes to GMCH students and the staff for their continued success in this
endeavour.

[Dr. B.S. Chavan]

Background Photo by
Kriti
Batch 2K17



It is a matter of pleasure for me to write this message for the annual

GMCH magazine, which has always been the soul of GMCHites. It brings

out the literary talent of our students and gives them a break from the

hectic academic schedule.

As we know, the writing skills require an original thinking, ability to put

the thoughts into words as well as a good command on the language.

Although, majority of write ups in the Magazine are non-medical in

nature, but it definitely leads to enhancement of the writing skills of our

students which are manadatory for the doctors for not only publishing

their research work but also for writing the articles for patient

education.

The present team of the literary committee under the leadership of Prof

Varinder Saini, has been working very hard for bringing out the high

class magazine. It is only their team who have raised the bench mark of

the quality of the College Magazine by bringing out one of the best

magazines last year.

I am sure their hard work is going to add another higher bench mark this

year.

I congratulate them and wish them good luck.

[Ravi Gupta]

Prof. Ravi Gupta
M.D., F.I.P.S., M.A.M.S.,
F.I.M.S.A., D.H.M.
Medical Superintendant
Professor, Orthopaedics cum
Project Director,
Sports Injury Centre
Government Medical College &
Hospital, Chandigarh

Background Photo by
Srishti
Batch 2K19



My Pleasure
Welcome to the Glimpse, 2020 issue. It was a herculean task working towards

the printing of the annual college magazine this time due to a plethora of

reasons: The COVID pandemic threw entire scenario not only in the institute but

in the entire world out of gear, the rules regarding getting the magazine printed

changed drastically, various cultural and academic events in the college which

the magazine covers got either cancelled or postponed. But still, the entire

editorial board members of the faculty as well as the students worked really hard

to ensure that the magazine gets printed somehow. The help and cooperation

extended by the college authorities specially, the Director Principal, Prof B.S.

Chavan is thankfully acknowledged.

On our part, a sincere effort was made to reach out at to the students, staff and

faculty to make them contribute towards the magazine.

A special section on “Life in GMCH during COVID time” has been incorporated.

In the end, it is hoped that the readers really enjoy going through the magazine.

However, we request magnanimity to forgive the unintended mistakes.

[Dr. Varinder Saini]

Dr. Varinder Saini
Chairman - Literary Committee

Background Photo by
Tavishi Mehta
Batch 2K18
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The path less trodden is certainly not the path without any destination

and the path with more footsteps on it doesn’t guarantee that every

passer by will achieve their goals or find the so called purpose of their

life.

All our dilemmas are just superficially entangled thoughts, but if we try

to probe deeper into ourselves, channelize and organize our thoughts, we

can discover what our passion is and what our purpose is.

One should always start the work with confidence and not diffidence, and

ones successful should always give back to the society because it is only

possible through support of society.

No matter whichever diverse path we are on and whatever our

accomplishments are , one thing that we all should try for is to serve the

humanity because that is the ultimate truth….

We hereby give a small “GLIMPSE” of what our annual magazine this

year is all about

This year the journey has been quite longer and undoubtedly different

than other years , but nonetheless here we are with the 2020 edition of

our very own magazine GLIMPSE.

This could have been in no ways possible if it were only five of us working

on it .

We would like to extend our warm gratitude to our Director-Principal for

giving us the opportunity to work on this amazing magazine.

We would also like to thank Prof V K Saini and the entire literary

committee for their valuable insights. We would like to thank Prof.

Shivani Jaswal who was the string between us and the committee during

these difficult times.

Also this letter would be incomplete without thanking the whole team of

DD GRAPHICS for their unflagging efforts and all our friends and

classmates for their consistent inputs.

Furthermore apologies on the behalf of the whole team for any of the

unintended errors.

Shivangi Sharma

(On behalf of student editorial board)

Background Photo by
Aakash Dalal
Batch 2K17
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Poet/Writer

Shireen Gupta
Jus�fying her abili�es in the field of medicine, she is a lover of arts and fond of
the all �me gold Mirza Ghalib and Gulzaar poetry. She’s a soul almost always
submerged in the quest of happiness and finds poetry in even the smallest of
the reasons of life. Her role in Glimpse 2020 was commendable and poetry
inputs were excep�onal. Moreover if you want fantas�c comebacks making the
other person look for their shells, she’s definitely your go to person.

Bonsai Artist

Lakhwinder Singh
Bonsai is en�cing blend of art, hor�culture & philosophy. A display of ever-
changing art. The art that is not created, but born. Wires that shape it &
pruning that aesthe�cizes it; but more importantly, the pa�ence and �me it
takes to turn ‘itself’ into a meaningful something, bringing joy to the ar�st &
then hopefully, the viewer. His role in Glimpse 2020 was silhoue�ng and
moulding the frame of the magazine along with the team.

Student Editors
(T�� R��� ��� T����)

The Artistic One

Anandita Singh
She finds comfort in the crea�ve world and views all things through an ar�st’s
perspec�ve. Give her some free �me and she’s happy pain�ng her own colourful
world. She blends into the medical profession perfectly, as crea�ve people make
the best physicians which has been proven by studies. Her aesthe�c skills have
given ‘Glimpse’ an ar�s�c edge.

Politician

Shivangi Sharma
Not clever or canny, but strong headed, well informed and someone who really
wants to change the country. She has the sensi�vity that our poli�cians lack.
Also, she has great communica�on skills and was the glue that bound our
whole team together. So if you see her standing in the elec�ons one day, do
vote for her!

Teacher/Professor

Navkiran
From medicine to any other field the role of a teacher is a necessity without
which everything can turn into chaos. Her love to learn and share knowledge in
different ways to make everything simple is something which helps her in many
spheres of life. Her role in Glimpse 2020 was to help everyone, to coordinate
things and to encourage others to write, along with other things done as team.
If you want to find a new way to see things wri�en in book, or find hidden
meanings in life or simply read in between lines, she is the one you can
definitely approach.



InRemembrance Of
Dr M.S. Sekhon

What do you do when you have two dedicated doctors as your parents both having larger
than life accomplishment and over that an innovative surgeon as your father and
trailblazer? You quietly, but surely follow your passion while following the footsteps of your
father and leaving your own unique imprint on this world. That is exactly who Dr. Manmit
Singh Sekhon was.

The only child of his parents, he was a hardworking, mild-mannered, and a humble surgeon
who always was ready to lend a helping hand when needed and was so passionate about
his work that he always wished to work till his last breath and I guess, God listened to him.

He started his early schooling in Patiala, and then went to England with his parents for his
primary education. He came back to India and did MBBS from Jamshedpur Medical
College in 1969 followed by Post Graduation in General Surgery in 1974. He started
working in Faridkot and later on went to Iran to get some foreign experience under his belt.
He then joined Government Medical College, Rohtak as an Associate Professor before
taking up the challenge of establishing the Department of general surgery at
GMCH, Chandigarh as Professor & Head. He was asked to spearhead the introduction of
minimal access surgery at the department much before it was even introduced at other
premier institutions of this region. He later on went back to his parent institution GMC
Rohtak and retired in the year 1998.

Retirement did not diminish his passion for surgery and he went on to be a part of different
private institutions both in Chandigarh as well as Himachal Pradesh. He was still working
and doing what he loved till the week of his passing. He left an indelible impression on this
world and will be dearly missed by all his family, friends, co-workers, and all the patients
whose lives he touched.

Lastly let us all remember him for the beautifully accomplished and purposeful life he led
with one of his favourite songs, Que sera sera, whatever will be will be, the future’s not our
to see, que sera sera…

Department of Surgery, GMCH
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From ge�ng injured in the Kargil War leading to amputa�on
of his leg, to emerging as India’s first blade runner, Major DP
Singh inspires us in so many ways!

An army veteran as he is, he was present at the video call
with us at the exact quoted �me. It was much more than an
interview, it was a class where we learned to view life in new
light, which we can never forget…

The story of finding new roads

In conversa�on with
Major DP Singh

Courage is to be found,

focus, look around and

find inspiration

D P Sin�



Q. It takes a lot of mo�va�on to join the army
knowing the risks of health and life involved.
What mo�vated you to join the Indian army?

I stayed with my grandparents in Roorkee where there were lots of

restric�ons. One day I ran from my home but was recognized and

brought back. That day, I learnt that nobody can run and decided to

prove my worth to the world. I was a frequent visitor to the gurdwara

and related to Sikhism in more than in way. I decided in 8th standard

that I will join the Indian Army.

Q. What is your mantra for life?

“Man jeete jag jeet"

Whatever happens is for good. Thank God everyday. Ask him for

courage. Anything is possible. Army taught me to lead by

example.

Q. What have been your lowest and highest
points in life?

The highest point was when I ran my first 21 km marathon 10

years a�er my injury. I became the first Indian to run on an

ar�ficial leg and I conquered my own self that day.

Low �mes are just �mes when you learn. Life is topsy turvy. I

don’t consider my injury as the lowest point.

Q. How did you come up with the thought of
blade running? How difficult was it to adjust to
the prosthe�cs?

I wasn’t ini�ally aware about blade running. I was informed about

it at Ar�ficial Limb Centre, Pune. Lieutenant General Mukesh

Sabarwal helped me with the idea.

It was complicated to use the blade as my amputa�on was above

the knee. Also, it was the first �me for them as no other amputee

did this before. The socket was loose and caused abrasions and

bleeding in the stump. It took me 2-3 marathons to adjust but I

kept prac�cing.

6
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Q. How important do
you think is family sup-
port in such condi�ons?
How did your family
support you?

My family never interfered with

my decisions. I had the freedom

to try out stuff. But my mother

s�ll looks a�er me. Pain is a part

of my life. She knows I am in pain

even when I don’t speak.

Mothers are like that.

Q. How did your medical
team mo�vate you?

I was declared dead ini�ally.

Colonel Rajinder Singh

(anesthesiologist) revived me

and didn’t give up on me. The

associated staff was also very

caring. A�er 40 days

hospitaliza�on, my weight was 28 kg. This boy in the pantry of the

hospital used to mix egg in my milk to ensure a high protein diet.

Safai karamcharis donated blood for me. This is not my blood, it

is pure Indian blood. You are young doctors. You will be placed

next to God. Whether you want to become that by your ac�ons

or not, that is your choice!

Q. Sir as we are stunned by the increasing
number of suicide cases like the recent case of
Sushant Singh Rajput, how will you mo�vate
the people in the low phases of life to keep
moving on?
One needs to understand why someone faces difficul�es in life! It

is a nega�ve perspec�ve that challenges in life are not good. No

one becomes successful without difficul�es. Don’t look for

support outside. Explore your power within and grow. Difficul�es

mean that you are the chosen one! You should feel proud of the

challenges you get to face. On 15th July i.e. the day of my injury, I

cut a cake and celebrate my rebirth day!

So the session ini�ally planned for 30 mins went on for an hour.

We didn’t realize how �me passed and neither did he. But we

got up feeling more posi�ve and mo�vated as he taught us to

look at life with a whole new perspec�ve!

(To learn more about him, read his book “GRIT: THE MAJOR

STORY”)



Pensieve:
reflection to your thought
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At the seashore in the gri�y sand
As I took my seat

The waves of that magnificent sea
Came to wash my feet

There was something so intriguing
About the wavy sea

That I took out my camera
To capture it in my memory
But of that remarkable grace
How much could a picture say
So I just sat and pondered
As the waves swayed away
But they always came back

Never did they betray
Every�me I wrote my name

Every�me they washed it away
Coz everything is transient isn’t it?
That name or that castle of sand

You me or this land on which we stand
There came that aggressive wave

Oh my clothes got all wet
What is the rage all about
What made it so upset
These surface waves

They seem so restless and violent
But as we observe deeper

It is so calm, serene and silent
A mystery it remains
This deep ocean blue

The ones who dare to dive deep enough
They find the pearls too

Those moments of gazing at the sea
Made me ponder and then

I saw the sun as it met the sea
With a promise to rise again.

At þe Sea Shore

Shireen Gupta
Batch 2K17

Background Photo by
Bharat
Batch 2K17



As I walked
The road not taken,
A flurry of thoughts
Le� me shaken.

I was in two minds-
The path seemed scary

To walk and tread further,
I was wary.

Should I carry on,
On the path unshaken?

Or was it just
Another road forsaken?

As I sat
Not able to decide,
I saw three men
Coming my side.

The first sat with me
As he shared his bread,
Heard out pa�ently

Of the road I chose to tread

The second held my hand
Remarked in good stead,
‘Throw out your worries,

Just look ahead.’

The third imparted wisdom
On the journey ahead,

‘Understand, then decide’
Only three words, he said.

As the three parted
I realized, they le� me stronger,
I did not want to retrace my steps

On the road any longer.

I con�nued to mull
On what they had said,
As I walked the path
I had chosen to tread.

Pa�ence, empathy and compassion
Are the virtues I imbibed,

Focus and op�mism
Were silently prescribed.

I learnt that part knowledge was
Just a half-baked brick,

Deciding, a�er full understanding
Actually, does the trick.

With commitment to achieve my goal
I no longer felt mistaken,

With courage and strength in my steps
I walked the road not taken.

THE ROAD NOT TAKEN

Anandita Singh
Batch 2K17

Background Photo by
Anandita Singh
Batch 2K17
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A wish is wonder,
Which will always,
Glimmer upon us,
The blissful rays,
Of Hope and love.

It's beauty will never,
Decay into Oblivion.

It will con�nue forever,
Bestowing upon us,
The sunshine of faith

Even when the clouds of doubt
Cover the �niest wraith

Of the vastless sky of heart.
A wish can keep you up in the night,
A wish can make you tranquilized,

A wish can give you the power to fight,
Such is the power of a wish,

That it can bring back the dead,
From the dark and forlorn graves.
The might of the wish had led
Us to the lands unimaginable.

A wish could make us fly,
A wish to thrive keeps us alive
A wish is a star in serene sky.

So make a wish today
To s�r the world,

To let the curtains of joy
On the stage of sorrows, unfurl.

A Wish

And the age old confusion ensued,
To choose the well trodden path and go

with the current,
Or give in to the pressure I put on myself

to be different.

The path not taken is all about glory and
courage,

It's about being remarkable and not the
everyday average,

But mind you, all we hear about is the
extraordinary,

Who knows how many were subjected to
misery?

The beaten path gives me a sense of
security,

To know the beginning, middle and the
end.

But who hasn't longed for surprises and
serendipity,

And see where the new roads lead us,
with all their turns and bends.

It's an everlas�ng debate between my
mind and my heart,

Knowing once I make a decision, I
wouldn't restart.

For whatever reasons, I decide to go on
whichever road,

I'd be content knowing that each one ,
has adventures of it's own.

TWO ROADS DIVERGED
IN A YELLOW WOOD

Shivangi Garg
Batch 2K17

Ankit
Batch 2K17

Background Photo by
Shivangi Garg
Batch 2K17



I am not like the wild daffodils,
Or like the quaint lilies o’er the hill.
I am not like the roses, loved by all.

I am just an ordinary flower.

There is nothing in me, to compare to,
The other thousands of beau�ful ones.

The only saving grace I have
Is my fascina�on with the Sun.

‘Cause when I was young, I fell in love,
With a lover so high and mighty
That he never spared me a look,

But I s�ll looked up to him as he soared in the sky.

And I kept looking,
Till he fell off his ride.
And day in and day out,

I con�nued facing the sun.

His aura and his grace,
Gave me my living days.

And gave me a joy so pure,
I forgot how I had been so insecure.

But philosophers haven’t said,
Things without thought,
Cause it was killing me,

This is the love that I sought.

Truly loving myself would’ve been a be�er op�on.
Because what seemed like a beau�ful mirage today,

Turned out to be my killer tomorrow.

Slow and hard,
As I turned to crisp.

Burning from the inside,
As I took those risks.

The most ordinary of flowers,
Now turned to ash,

And cannot emerge a phoenix,
Cause loving myself was the catch.

Sunflower
Kept her head down, tried to hide
From the man walking on her side
Her liberty was lost to him that day

To rescue herself from him,
wasn’t a way

This torture she bore at a tender age
Keeping this from everyone, locked

inside a cage
Time started playing its game

disguised in fate's name
Her last words she spoke

then turned to ashes and smoke
Faith in humanity was shook you see

But then, �me winked at me
Years flew and that man grew

All his dreams of a son were torn
To him a daughter was born

Same eyes, same nose, same face
of the girl that once lost her grace

Was this true?
Or the guilt of his crime

We do not believe him, but we
believe in �me.

TIME

Shreya Shruti
Batch 2K18

Avni
Batch 2K19

Background Photo by
Srishti
Batch 2K19
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There once were two men,
Who looked out from behind bars.

One saw mud,
The other saw stars.

And here they are once again
Looking upon the brink of death
As they sat beside each other
Silent in the reddening sunset
The first grumbled to the other,
“The sunlight flashes in my eyes”

“Yet it bea�fies me” spoke the other.
“How can you be so happy? You are about to

die!”
Thus groaned the man.

The other was silent for a �me, deep in thought.
Then he said, “I can see the bridge to God,

But you an endless abyss, with nothing to break
your fall.

The song of birds is music to my ears, but a
cacophony to you.

I smile at the memory of all those happy years,
I gladly reminiscence at all the roses in my path.
Whereas you can remember only �mes of tears.

With a grimace, this new journey you start.
Yet you forget all the blessings, all those

moments of peace.
Those li�le joys, those shouts of laughter ring

again in my ears,
And yet again, as we look out through death

bars,
You see mud

But I see stars........

A Philosophy Retold

Basundhara Mete
Batch 2K18

Darkness is everywhere, as if I am Blind
The world has ended, at least in my mind
Why? How? When? All the ques�ons jump
Sha�ered I stand swallowing a big lump
everything has changed, it wont ever

be the same
It appears as if I

have lost in life’s biggest game
My results say “I m HIV POSITIVE”
today I have lost all my mo�ves

I have been marked with a black spot
the society laughs at me with a snort

Was it my fault or it’s my fate
That I have been restrained with red ribbon

on this date
From this moment , I am an untouchable,

a piece of shame
Look, here it comes all the blame
My disease is killing me but a

sooner death awaits
By the hands of this narrow-minded

society filled with hate
my body has surrendered and so has my soul

I have been knocked down today by
society’s rolling ball

My pain is immense which
no medica�on can cure

Whether I live or die, Only this society can
make sure

Society exhibits no preference and
lacks a heart

no ma�ers whether I am a child,a boy or
a girl, I no longer remain its part

People like me are dying every day with a
red ribbon in hand

but we merely desire an ordinary life
and an ordinary death in the same land

There is only one request, please understand
we are not untouchables and
we don’t want to be banned

Red Ribbon

Illma
Batch 2K17

Background Photo by
Harman
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An ode to the Delhi brave heart
(2012)

I live in a motherland
Of which, here I sing.

Heart-touching is odour of sand
Auspicious is here, everything.
People, here, are so authen�c

With varying diversity in culture.
This is place of tombs and temples gigan�c
With tradi�ons and glorious sculpture.

I reside in this country
Where guests are treated to be gods
Oh please! Stop this praise so fla�ery
That helpless was molested with rods.
That was a �me when females did rule

Lakshmi bai, Indira Gandhi others took birth
And won in this male domina�ng whirlpool

They made India a chivalrous earth.
Only this land yielded such dei�es.

But now has changed the �me, the mentality.
Everyone’s so tyrannical, hence no one pi�es.

Eve teasing assaults! Alas! This brutality
This was one vic�m of which I cry.

Died, and dying are so many.
No one cares and did make a try.

And we all are brothers. What an irony!!!
No doubt, many marches took place.

Candles were lightened, wreaths were tributed.
Everyone was affected by Delhi’s disgrace.

Protesters did their best, to them what suited.
But the candles burnt out,

Flowers went flaccid, they dried;
Muted was the people’s shout.

Hence was in vain what people tried!
But I prophesize, your death won’t be a vain.

Candles melted but not the fire of rage.
Flowers will rejuvenate with tears-rain.Background Photo by

Srishti
Batch 2K19
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We’ll condemn the cruelty with courage.
Those beasts didn’t have the heart.

But you are having that pouch of emo�ons.
At least you play your own part,

And please stop your blaming no�ons!

(2013)
And gradually an year past

In days of dearth of humanity
With sense of guilt long last
I... rebuke on their insanity.

Gone are many in gravity of grief
And pinches the guilt of brotherhood.
This pain is one, which owes no relief.

Be�er than their hearts, are stones and wood.
Eyes get engorged with tears of blood,
When I talk of their gruesome brutality.
And heart is filled with emo�ons’ flood

When vision of that vic�m, haunts my mentality.
But jus�ce approaches each and all.
Though slowly, at �mes even late.

They dug the abyss for their own fall.
Wrong they did, and doomed will be their fate.

Decree of nature thus also says
As who sows so shall it reaps.

May he even try to rescue in infinite ways,
But if he’s done wrong, ul�mately he weeps.

And yes, a part of justness was done,
To her ruined soul and others in pain.

Though this is not a court case to be won!
Rather is a fight for vic�ms of injus�ce and detain.

This war for peace will go �ll end.
Till dismal and descendants of devil prolong.

Hands of defence and defiance, will the nature lend
And will be uprooted, the traces of wrong.

(2014)
Now, but I see it clearly

That the onset of age has come,
When wrong is flourishingly

Happening everywhere with no condemn.Background Photo by
Anandita Singh
Batch 2K17



Imagina�ons, they occur, I really fear
When no one will stand
For a vic�m, a sufferer

And we’ll be alone, with none in land.
We’ll suffer, they’ll have the laugh

They’ll be deceived and other will relinquish,
Is this how humanity’s le� half

And will this half will also, soon finish?
I beg to the omnipresent des�na�on,

Let that not come indeed true!
don’t be a witness of a specta�on
When many suffer just due to few!
One is the culprit and his avarice.
They’re uncouthly and their deeds!

For which pay so many, their catharsis!
This is the jus�ce of no creeds!!

(2020)
Quite long has this wait been,
Happened, has the unforeseen!

In the dimensions of space unravelled,
Stays where her soul, so dishevelled.
Each and every wound has made

A cry for jus�ce and respec�ul brocade.
The naked injuries and obvious scars,
Been the religion, been the wars!
Radicles of evil and corrup�on
Begets the emo�onal erup�on

The rage for normal social decorum
Is why a confusion, conundrum?

The delayed jus�ce, is par�al jus�ce.
But it’s a long way for further trea�se.

Need is for change in thoughts,
Laws are sound, but it’s the mind that aborts!
World will change, with the change in you
Start from you, and then count on few.
And let this chain then fire burst aloud.

That's the day to be proud.
So through my words and spirits been lowered;

To the Delhi brave heart, I pay my ode.

Shivam Tyagi
Batch 2K15
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Anonymous
Batch MBBS-2K19

Background Photo by
Kirti
Batch 2K17

T he road not taken - a poem whose meaning
wasn’t even fully understood by its own
writer and publisher. Ya, right guys! It

depends on the situa�on in which you are reading it.
It depends on the decision which you took today,
proved out to be good or bad. At each and every
moment of life from birth to death we need to choose
something over other. If not now, then may be a�er
another moment, you will find yourself stuck in a
situa�on where you need to choose one road out of
the two which will definitely transform your life in a
way you can’t even imagine. You never come to know
what difference even a small decision makes in your
life. To begin with let me give you an example. Hey!
Wait, which example? Again to choose. The one that
everyone gives you, like whether to wake up in
morning at 6 or 12? Or the one which a medico
should give, Or something interes�ng?

OK. So, imagine yourself to be at the stage when you
dreamt of being a doctor. For most, it would be the
10th standard, for some, a childhood dream and few
s�ll working on it(probably). This was one of the
biggest decision made, but the other op�ons chosen,
deserves the equal importance which throughout the
journey governed you to reach this pla�orm. From
sleeping late at night to waking up early. Choosing
between reading books or watching a movie,
between schools and coaching, between family
func�ons and classes, between ea�ng for an hour
with T.V. or ea�ng fast enough so that you don’t even
waste a speck, between annual func�on or a science
project, between sports and extra classes, between
birthday par�es or tomorrow’s class test, between

face book and books, last but not least between
loving someone or something (many s�ll :P).

Most of you would have declared me as stupid �ll
now because who bothered about a class test when
you were invited for a birthday party. We all read
books, cha�ng on face book. Annual func�on and
projects went simultaneously. But what about the
choices men�oned earlier. Yes, my readers, you all
made a choice even when you were not bound to do
so while reading this ar�cle, and that’s enough to
prove which posi�on ‘choices’ hold in our life.
Whether right or wrong, all are good, only, if they are
made by yourself for your own self. But when it
comes to the pa�ents, as a doctor it will be your
choice which will have equal stand as of pa�ents’.
Therefore, you should be very conscious before
taking any decision. It’s important to know the
difference between things you know and also the
things you don’t, taking risk is also a very important
choice in this noble profession but it’s all about terms
and condi�ons applied. It will be a �me when you will
choose a path which might be the one which is not at
all ruined by any creature or the one less travelled. It
may be very hec�c, �ring, or probably create a havoc
in your mind but doing so, might save one life. For a
doctor, life is about the road taken not about
regre�ng for the road not taken. For me its just a
start, s�ll a long journey awai�ng ahead; there’s so
much to know about the path I had chosen. We all
know, final des�na�on for all of us is death, but
journey through, mysteries and eternity of this road
will surely make des�na�on worth achieving.



Background Photo by
Onam Verma
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The Shine of Future

Carmel Emmanuel
Batch 2K17

Standing at the crossroad all alone, I stare
My eyes kept wandering to find the way but
It Ended up with disappointment and froze
With every gush of air, I inhale
My throat burned, my thoughts entangled
I stood there, with confusion in the storm of
dilemmas
My steps froze ,reluctant to obey
I was free to choose but s�ll chained
The harder I tried to break free,the �ghter
gets the hold
Something was pulling me but hid in the hood
of civiliza�on
I stood frozen staring at the shadow street
It called me, it appealed to me, as if I was
born to be there.
It appeared to be familiar yet strange
it was hazy yet clear then the certain road
The safe road of certain�es, surety, but also
uniformity
A monotonous path and demanded my wings
which were yet to be born
my heart skipped a beat and raced
I decided to unleash myself for ge�ng lost in
the darkness of shadow street
I stepped and raced into the mystery road
I accepted to fail rather to regret
I accepted to die rather to live without my
wings
And to my surprise I lost myself there in dark
meadows
I lost every piece of me with my every step
But I was born anew, I was born free
I realized that I had came so far, for any
society to catch me
A brilliant light captured me, dazzled me
It made me evolve with light of hope
highlighted with blackness of shadow
My wings were born,
and I was free to fly

With not even the sky to restrain me
It was solely mine, not the place but my
soul,my spirit,
It was the �me when finally I owned myself
I was no longer a part of the vicious circle of
slavery
which had stabbed every spirit, threatening
the cycle
But now I was free, free to be me, free
forever

Yang to My Yin

Navkiran
Batch 2K17

Frowning upon our own guilt
yet swaying away from what’s right

The despair �mes ac�ng hard
piercing each one like a shard

For it is a ma�er of chance
owning us each �me a glance
it seemed fine though one �me

though uncertain un�l what it lasts

Silence comes upon in darkness
thought at �mes it witnessed the shine
the desires of present being carried away

restoring the atroci�es of the past

Reaching out again from the deep
yet again there are moments to weep

for it’s not the dark inside
but the bright which heals

The woe of the past though
healed for the present
Pouncing on anew grief
mourning for the future

Yet being carried away from the past
moving on for the farthest fast

for in present it may not seem bright
but eventually forging what’s right
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The first flower of spring
bloomed;
Dew adorned its lips.
She reached out to feel,
It’s youth on her finger�ps.

The wrinkles on her hands,
Were des�nies she had created.
She felt a hollow inside,
As for �me, they had been
traded.

Her eyes were cloudy beads,
But she could see a clearer
world now.
She smelled like a kitchen
full of roses,
The thorns had taught her how.

Her gait wasn’t sturdy,
In heels she couldn’t walk,
But no one complimented a sari
Like her, and oh! She could talk.

About all the wonders her eyes
beheld,
All the wars she’d seen,
The serendipity of her life,
And all the men who had been.

Like a wilted rose in a notebook,
Her beauty blossomed with age.
She withered majes�cally,
With warmth and courage.

Told to hold on to her youth,
Never to age, if she must.
She wasn’t one who listens,
And turned this myth to dust
Her silver hair played with the first rays of the sun,
As she embellished it with this flower of spring.
A smile lurked on her shrivelled lips,
Perhaps, a stolen youth was her thing

A Stolen Youth

Navya Naveen Kalra
Batch 2K17Background Photo by

Navya Naveen Kalra
Batch 2K17



AHeart in
Holocaust

Reflection
Every nook and corner, all nega�ves spread
a true disgus�ng face appeared
Rapes, inequality, kidnapping, the�
Human trafficking, violence, murder and
lots more I said
I started to grumble
Forgot how to be more humble
A fire of hatred burned within me
It was the hate for us, for the things we see
These things happened every day
And no one ever had a say.
We had laws, bans, trials which took place
But they never held a good place
They were only in books
And never made their way to crooks
Who was responsible, my conscience asked
The government, I replied
But the truth was unmasked
It was me it was us
It was our ignorance, our values rust
It was the habit of mocking the law
In order to hide our flaw
It was us who made our world corrupt
but our true reflec�on was disrupt
it was by an angel that hid in us
the angel had the power to transform us
To reform the world by just some words
Love, empathy, help, educa�on, and trust
was all lost and covered in dust
it was �me to bring these back
unless we were happy being in the ra�rap
the decision is inevitably ours
To remain behind or in front of the bars
There we all stood,
wai�ng at the yellow wood
standing at the divergence
wai�ng to choose our emergence

Pooja Vashisht
Batch 2K17

Anisha Galhotra
Batch 2K17

Day 1 of this comical disaster,
No one bothered,
For no one acknowledged the master.

Day 5 and yet so glad
Amused by all that,
This holocaust offered us to have.

Everybody le� their places of work,
Oh! Those days of rest,
The sabba�cal gave us a smirk.

With no knowledge of this plight,
We con�nued to dwell
In these moments full of delight.

God, we suffered many falls,
For all this, we earned it.
Ergo, the nature began to take its toll.

Hopes sha�ered to debris,
But some how we were the ones
To defile nature, you see.

We looked up at the sky,
And got the answers.
We were the ones who never did comply.

Yes, the worst is s�ll to come
Yet we pray for a new day,
A blue sky and a shining sun.

Don’t worry, for there is always a brighter
side,
Because this might be the chance
For us to be one and fight!

And cheer up guys, we will love and laugh
and thrive

We won’t abstain nor will we deceit,
This will be a tough yet lovely ride
So be ready and take up your seat!
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I slumbered content in quiescence’
comfor�ng clasp
Midst crackling flames warm vicinity
When I was flung into a landscape
dismayingly familiar
Far from this reigning serenity.

These mist cloaked, now dilapidated terrains
bore my footsteps
The déjà vu too intense to dismiss as
supers��on
With fiendish convic�on I charged the clouds
like I’d done before
And embarked once again on this virtual
expedi�on

To come to terms with bygone losses, no�ons
and delusions;
I scourged this remote niche of my mind
For some intangible object, memory or
experience
To rejuvenate me, help me unwind.

I encountered joyous landmarks, no
longer upli�ing;
Etched stolidly, the epitome of decep�on
For the pleasure I’d felt had decayed with the
same kine�cs
Of the s�mulus behind its concep�on

The sorrows which plagued me so;
Though much diminished in their intensity
The wounds now numb and healed
Their scars shall persist for eternity

I rejoiced prematurely as the mist thinned, it’s
wisps whipped
What seemed to be the diamond at the
end of my trail
But ul�mately culminated Into a morphless
monster ...
So meaningless and frail

Neglected Trophies from triumphant
conquests, stripped of their sheen
As I trudged on; garnered a flee�ng
side-ward glance
The pride long gone, the ela�on ex�nguished
I’d long emerged from that temp�ng trance

Brushed up against old fears which ceased to
be threatening;
Having finally slackened their hold
Long roughened, courtesy migh�er villains
I ventured forward, more bold

I watched skep�cally as the mist thinned, its
wisps whipped
Probably the diamond at the end of trail
Once more they culminated in the same
morphless monster
Completely meaningless and frail

Then at last an incandescent beam Illuminated
the horizon;
Startled yet relieved, I woke up in a daze
The glorious sun crept through
the window
But failed to budge me from beside the
fireplace

How the glowing embers flickered their
brightest;
Before re�ring upon the temples’ first chime
Fascinated I watched, as the smoke navigated
past cracks and crevices;
I followed its journey to pass the �me

When I sat up and blinked In disbelief;
The last cloud reassembled itself, at the
pace of a snail
Into what I fervently hoped against, but alas;
It was that same morphless monster,
meaningless and frail

MorphlessMonster

Gayatri
Batch 2K17
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W hen tensions run high, stress
abounds and frustra�ons
mount, you may have a well

meaning family member or friend tell
you, “Just relax and go with the flow”.
This person is likely trying to calm you
down and reorient you to being more
posi�ve and less stressed, but is it really
the best advice?
You have to
d e c i d e
what is
best for
y o u .
Nobody
else will.
A n d
n e i t h e r
should they!
Change is
inevitable, yes.
But don’t think for a
minute that humans
don’t have control over it,
because we do. As
species in charge of this
earth, we are ar�sans of
change. Change will s�ll
happen, even if we sit in the passenger
seat of life and let other people or
events manipulate our outcomes for us.
But it will happen more to our liking, if
we become ac�vely involved and
responsible for what’s occurring. That

may mean going against the flow. It
means taking the road less travelled by.
Some�mes in life, you have to be
confident that whatever you are
deciding for yourself is for your own
best and it will work out. It may mean
planning out your career in a way subtly
different than what most of your
colleagues end up doing. You’ve got to
follow your heart. Don’t even think
about what other people will say. Just
have faith in yourself.
You have to constantly remind yourself
about certain things. You are capable.
You can make right decisions. Even if

they don’t work out in the
beginning, they will

eventually. You have
infinite power in your
mind. No one can stop
you from achieving your
heart’s desire. With this in
mind, take a deep

breath and
chart out

your way
around life. Do

what you
think is

right and see
yourself become a shining
star. Go against the flow. Take
the road less travelled.

Simrat
Batch 2K19

Only Dead Fish GoWith The Flow
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I started this journey because of my
passion for serving humanity

I was found studying when my friends
were enjoying their lives

Spent ten years in medical school just to
become capable of doing my job

But

Through all the a�empts to save thee, you
come in mobs to kill me

I am alone and this hurts me

I demand you consider us “humans”

Violence Against
Doctors

Portrait of Lost Time
Oh! if you want to sign a bill
When they shoot the bullets stay s�ll
And love the yacht that has no buyers
To cross the seas no they ain’t wired
And when you’re deep down enough
So you can’t neither breathe nor cough
Cause the weed entangled your foot, your
flux
Just like it got you high, it only sucks
And you’ll knock some doors and windows
in mind
To what you missed when the hate had you
blind
And in spurs of moments and a wisp of �me
The skies so clear and the sun so lime
Will brighten you, you shall implore
You’ll squeeze your eyes you shall explore
Through the falsehood of your shallow
truths & cries
You shall meet yourself in a pool of lies
That you tell yourself to stay afloat
You’re a guest of li�le �me, wait �ll you
bloat
And slip in your puke of endless games
That you played with others and others had
you play
Oh hold on to what you might s�ll have in
store
Leave if you’d like, but try if you can, to stay
Then be bold Hold the brush and like a
miraculous wand
Let the regrets be redeemed by the paint
that dribbles down the ends
Bleak or bright, on your canvas worth a
dime
You will have painted the portrait of lost
�me

Onam Verma
Batch 2K17

Noble Kathpal
Batch 2K17



. . . . Portrait of Lost Time

I ts 11 in the night and I sip my coffee that I
made sure would keep me awake and
kicking for the umpteenth all-nighter,

because you know, the daylight doesn’t have
the scent of enthusiasm, not to me in the very
least. I'll wait �ll the caffeine can fuel my
thoughts, and in the mean�me, I’ll tell you
what I do know. Medicine is not simply a
profession. It couldn’t be. If it’s not for its mere
vastness and its capability to absorb you, then
it’s because it is a way of life.
A li�le about me, I like to think of myself as a
hypochondriac and hypo-maniac with hyper-
flexible ankles. The first two hold relevance to
what you will read next.
I was in the sixth grade when I lockedmyself up
in a room, stared at the tube light for four
straight hours, anxious because I had had
persistent cough for over a week. Googled it
and boom I had chronic bronchi�s. On a li�le
more research a�er my near melt down I was
relieved to know, that it wasn’t possible since
(A) I wasn’t a 50-year-old and
(B) I wasn’t a smoker
The next few years were tough, with mul�ple
irrelevant inves�ga�ons and what I comically
remember as baby's days out to hospitals.
Years went by, the more I became aware of
what could go wrong with the human body, the
more I found myself engraved in a ground of
fear, the more I read about diseases to come to

the surface. It had become a hobby/
survival mechanism of some
sorts.
My need to study
medicine rose from the

basic ins�nct of self-
preserva�on.

Before I go forth, I would like you to not relate
death to a debilita�ng relentless sorrow. I ask
of you, to think of death as being a
phenomenon like any other. As someone who
has lived through the demise of many a close
people and has been afraid of its imminence
for reasons if you'd know of, you'd know they
were jus�fied, I would like to take you through
a hierarchy.
Death is nothing more than a feeling ̶ feelings
are thoughts ̶ making death a thought
correlated with detachment, loss and
separa�on ̶ stemming from and giving rise to
subsequent fear ̶ and a beau�ful realiza�on I
was met with a while ago, how fear grows out
of love, as do all other things.
Being a doctor, you are en�tled to the privilege
of figh�ng for love, love for life. If not the
con�nuity, then the mere fullness of life. And
that, excites me. The reality of the horror that
we are always, one microbe, one contusion,
somewhat a step away from being diseased
and yet, we aren't. What percentage of that is
owing to the mere resilience of the human
body and hard luck, I'm yet to figure out. But
here we are, interlaced, entangled rather, in
the web of surroundings and those we coexist
with.
Rest assured, there will always be enough to
ques�on about in one life�me. And that there
will be ever evolving answers. It makes me
believe in the dynamism of one hell of a fulfilled
life.

Onam Verma
Batch 2K17
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F
orget so�ware, forget Bollywood,
forget jadi-boo�, India makes the
best gum in the world! Walk into
any home in India and
somewhere, some�me, you will

see the tell-tale signs. Smile, you’re in the
company of Indian gum!

This phenomenon can be found at its best in the
kitchen. Buy anything: a pot or a pan, a jar or a
bo�le of something…. anything, a ladle, or even
a food product. It does not even ma�er what
the Object is made of, it can be metal, plas�c,
wood, glass, paper, whatever. But everything
will have a label and/or a s�cker telling you who
made it, or how much you paid for it, or where
you bought it.

Now try ge�ng this off, because if you can, you
deserve an applause. It’s an exercise in pure
frustra�on. You can soak the Object in water for
hours, you can hold it under running water �ll
your fingers get soggy. You can work on it real
slow, like a prisoner trying to dig an escape
tunnel with the spoon he hid when the guard
wasn’t looking. You can try a dras�c ac�on, like
using abrasive steel wool (at the cost of ruining
the Object), you can ruin your nails from trying
to scratch it out. You can spend years doing it
and you may even manage to get the paper part
off. But all of the s�cky gum below? No way!!
That will stay forever.

The only way to get rid of it would be to toss the
Object itself in the bin, but as you know, here in
India, we never throw Objects away, for the
simple reason that even a�er the contents are
consumed (as in jars/bo�les), we have further
use for them in another avatar (like for storing
grain or masala), because we are the champs of

recycling - but that’s an altogether different
story.

In many homes, you can see the pressure
cookers and pots and pans being used with
s�cker or a part of the s�cker disfigured and
black and burnt from being on the fire - but s�ll
very much intact! As if the heat makes it adhere
even more.

Indian gum makes its presence felt on other
Objects as well, besides the kitchen variety. You
gave your car to the garage for repairs? Back it
comes with bumper/windshield s�cker telling
the world where your car has been. Infact, its
�me the ad agencies realize the poten�al of
Indian gum in contribu�ng to brand awareness
that will endure a life�me!

At this point may it may be added that Objects
are not to be confused with objects of desire.
The la�er are from another planet en�rely. The
kind that are displayed in ʻshowcases’, like the
crystal glasses that Pammi aunty gave you for
your anniversary, you know the ones with the
ʻmade in Hongkong’ s�ckers. You bought that
beau�ful picture frame as a gi� for your best
friend? Well the price s�cker won't come off, so
you scribble on top of it with a flat �p pen (very
well if it’s cheap, naam-ke-vaastey if it’s
expensive. Objects of desire are meant to have
s�ckers/labels on them.

Isn’t it �me for a change of a�tude? Instead of
cursing, and screaming, and tearing our hair
out, lets instead thump our chest and take pride
in the fact that we have the capabili�es of
manufacturing such a great product.

Shivani Jaswal
Professor, Department of Biochemistry

De-gum if you can!!
Glimpse 2020
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Goa Calling: A Dream Trip

Dil chahta hai .....kabhi na beetein chamkeele din

Dil chahta hai……hum na rahe kabhi yaaro ke bin

Having completed our second professional, we were
desperate to take a break from the hec�c schedule. A�er
day and night discussions, we
finalised our holiday des�-
na�on to Goa. Goa,
synonymous with white sandy
beaches, late night par�es,
casinos, and sea food, was just
the right place needed to blow
off the steam of the exams.
Akhilesh prepared our exci�ng
4-day i�nerary and thirteen of
us started from Chandigarh to
Delhi via train. Upon reaching
Delhi airport, all excited, we
boarded our flight to Goa. By
the �me we reached Goa, all our �redness vanished into the
cool breezes and pleasant weather over there. We kept
aside our jackets, put on our comfortable summer clothes,
and reached our hotel. Without was�ng �me, we headed to

the local market for
some shopping and then
to Baga Beach for dinner.

The next day, we went
for water sports in a van,
singing and dancing all
along the way. The
banana boat ride, scuba
diving, bumper boat ride
and parasailing were full
of adventure and thrill.
We enjoyed local food
for lunch at the beach

and came back to our hotel later in the evening. But this was
not enough for the day, so we jumped into the hotel
swimming pool for a cool splash and did an under-water
photography session. The night was s�ll young, and wewent
for clubbing to a famous night club, Love-Passion-Karma
(LPK). We danced our hearts out to the loud beats of the DJ
before returning back.

The third day of our trip was planned to visit local sight-
seeing spots like Chapora Fort on rented scooters. Chapora
Fort rises above Chapora river and was built by a Muslim
ruler Adil Shah. The fort offers fantas�c views over Vagator
beach and Arabian Sea. This place became our favourite
spot for photo sessions. Next, we went to the beau�ful,
white, sandy Mandrem beach which was surrounded by low
mountains. We swam in the blue waters of Arabian Sea and

watched the sun set in the
ocean. A�er that, we went to a
Greek restaurant, Thalassa, for
candlelight dinner. The outdoor
restaurant offered stunning
views of sea along with popular
Greek light andmusic shows for
entertainment. Following this,
we went to Tito’s lane, which
has several clubs on both sides
of the road as far as one could
see. We danced to our heart’s
content and had a gala �me.

The i�nerary for the fourth day
has another adventurous spot called Dudhsagar, about 1oo
kms north of Goa. Upon reaching, we took an hour-long jeep
safari trip through the forest to reach the milky white
waterfalls. The water was chilled, and we swam along with
the fish and clicked many pictures at the waterfall. Later in
the evening, we went to Casino Strike at Hotel Grand Hya�
where we wined and dined to our hear�ul. Now it was �me
to hit the casino floor where we played poker, roule�e, and
blackjack among the many games there.

The last day in Goa was difficult as the �me had come to
pack our bags and say goodbye to the blue waters and sandy
beaches. We arrived in Chandigarh with fun-filled
memories - the memories which will stay deep in our hearts
for the �mes to come.

Ankush Jindal
Batch 2K17
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Nothing seemed to curb the excitement of going all the
way round to a trip that was planned en�rely by us. It
seems that having no sense of control, no argument

about right or wrong, no worries of pleasing to somebody’s own
sense of values and virtues, is what gave the real rush of
adrenaline every twenty minutes when I thought of it. I was
glued to the window of the plane with the childlike curiosity,
showing li�le interest in probably any other thing. We were just
so many that the probability of ge�ng lost at the airport
sounded too bleak in front of the loud resona�ng fact, look into
any direc�on, we were sure to spot at least one of us roaming
around in glee.
From 5000 feet eleva�on, I could see all, lush green forests with
veins of rivers cu�ng through them, hills that seemed to kiss the
western ghats and the magnificent Arabian sea. We were about
to witness an extreme shi� of temperature, which broke the
monotony of northern winters and kinda compensated for a
summer vaca�on, which I now see was never in our des�nies (at
least not in 2020 !!). We were here to explore a li�le of Goa's
coastline, although I so much wanted and wished that we could
explore at least a li�le of the interiors of our smallest state.
Being there for the first day made one thing pre�y clear to me,
things around me that I witnessed in the most casual manner
made the poten�al traveller in me so intrigued and enraptured.
It's so much more than the popular opinion that flocks the
hippies and gypsies here, so much more beau�ful in the day,
more so than the fluorescent lights that kinda lit the nightlife of
Goa. Once here, one must taste the local, live like a local, act like
a local and love the place like a local.
Although the first night at love, passion and karma, nothing
could beat the morning walk in haste, we determined to witness
the sunrise at Candolim, the closest to our resort. We stepped
through the big red rocks entangled with the stuff that waves
threw back at us just to be closer to the shore. It was the first
�me I set foot in sand, made an impression on sand and
witnessed how elegantly it fades away. As were walking back
along the Reis Magos Fort, that stood tall and was a silent
reminder of Portuguese control, we discussed that Goans have
a way, it's with an ease and extra calmness, that we saw the
locals enjoying their morning and then going about their chores.
Narrow roads, breakfast discussion, houses on both sides with
beau�ful courtyards and gardens, friendly stray dogs (just too
many) and a pi�er pa�er splash of colour here and there on
walls of all houses, new or old. Made a morning Chai, headed
straight to Arambol beach on our rental scooters, a�er a much
long, tedious, slippery and even�ul ride (escaping all the
policemen, not all of us had licence a�er all). Made a sand
castle, collected shells, did fun in water, ate hear�ly, walked in

the sand un�l the sun hurt beyondmywill to havemore fun, and
finally headed to Chapora (because it was obligatory to fulfill our
“Dil Chahta Hai” fantasies). Next day was much awaited water
sports at Baga, where we all in some way got to taste the salty
water that was too dirty to see through. The lunch was quite a
lit thing, danced, drank, ate and rested with probably everyone
thinking the same thing “Aur kya chahiye zindagi mein” (indeed,
we all crave a sense of freedom and free will). The same night
we were again at Baga, and this is when I said " Goa doesn't like
to sleep " . You can see all facets of Goa's much sought a�er
night life together, it’s probably the booze that drives the nights,
making it a source of extra fortune for locals and a site where
li�le children could beg the night that never brought them
peace, sleep, food or love either. It was nearly full moon that
night, coloured in an orange hue, it was a li�le cloudy, a bit chilly
and beau�ful in all direc�ons (the noisy beach and the silent
shore, as far as you trace it, just silence and darkness). Drove
back through the same roads to the resort, the night was cool,
windy and so pre�y. The next two days we were commi�ed to
see North Goa, it’s less crowded, less touristy and just more local
like Goa is supposed to be maybe. Basilica of Bom Jesus gave me
li�le noiseless chills, it’s rich history and significance in the lives
of people there was evident. We drove to the Cabo de Rama

fort, ocean, rocks, locals catching fish, collec�ng coconuts, the
hundreds and hundreds of years old flora in the fort and the vast
ocean just as far as you see it. But the evening was to be even
more winsome, sunset at Agonda beach, good company, good
food, guitar and a beau�ful singer singing for all of us (Again:
“Aur chahiye kya zindagi mein”). The final day, we didn't have
many plans for it but it was nothing less. The Museum of Goa, I
knew a li�le about but then I learnt a lot about (brainchild of Dr.
Subodh Kerkar), met the local ar�sans and cra�smen and was
awestruck by the simplicity with which they carried their cra�.
We could never have enough �me to stay there and keep
looking at each and every piece of art (I’d rather say a piece of
somebody's heart, indeed). It was very much the finale of Goa,
rest was all running in panic to reach the airport, some
obligatory scuffles and grapples and planning when are we
coming next (with a bigger budget, of course).
Just like all other trips, this one brought us closer to ourselves
and each other (just like love and happiness does). There is so
much more to tell, pen down here in a single page and even
more to witness – it’s own sand, sunshine and laughter!!

Welcome to Goa

Mansi Sharma
Batch 2K17
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All heaven and earth
flowered white obliterate
snow, unceasing snow.
I fondly remember seeing snow for the first �me in the
white blanketed mountains of Himalayas. There were nine
of us and we started our adventure on the night of 13th June
2019 from Mohali in a semi-sleeper bus. Between our
eagerness to reach our des�na�on and constantly being
jolted and ra�led by the sharp turns the bus took, we
struggled for comfortable sleep which was much needed for
the jam-packed day ahead. We winded up the mountains in
the moonlight and drove all night through the clouds while
making as li�le as two stops and our path ahead obliterated
by eerie darkness. I can only say kudos to our experienced
driver for ge�ng us there safely and maybe the mountain
spirit for looking out for us. Spo�ng narrow snaky roads
down below, it was apparent what a long way we had come.
The sun was now rising from behind the tall cliffs which ran
alongside us as we neared Manali and it was a sight to
behold. The cold winds of the valley welcomed us along with
the warm sun rays dancing about. The cold and refreshing
mountain air revitalized my soul and although it wasn’t cold
enough to call for an addi�onal layer of clothes, the chilly
winds did make one rethink that decision.

We reached the popular mall road, carrying our luggage and
we soon realised the problems of visi�ng Manali during the
peak season. There were loads of tourists, just like us
resul�ng in an hour’s drive to the hotel through the cramped
roads. A�er washing away our �redness, we buckled up and
stepped out to be enchanted by Manali, in hopes of ren�ng
a car. We were introduced to a jolly fellow Ra�an Nath who
doubled as our tour guide. Thanks, Shubham Jund for doing
the work.

So now our first ac�vity for the day was white water ra�ing

on an 18-kilometer stretch. We split into two groups, JD,
Kabir, Nilaksh and Kanwar in one and the other one
consis�ng of Eknoor, Sodhi, Jund, Mi�al and Me. Our
instructor had one instruc�on in addi�on to all the safety
procedures “If you do not listen to my instruc�ons, I will
throw you out into the river” stressing on the la�er part of
the statement. Being a non swimmer I was a bit on the fence
about it but I put on my life jacket and an extra layer of
courage and dared into the treacherous waters. With the six
of us in the life ra�, we were hit by the first rapid wave soon

enough. The splash of cold water against my neck and torso
sent a surge of adrenaline and euphoria so unique to
everything else that I am yet to find something like that
again. Screaming out in exhilarated joy as the chilled water
of Beas hit us, loving the movement of the ra� over the
rocks and having our instructor mess with our friends; boat
is just one of themanymemories that I cherish frommy trip.

A�er our dip in the cold river, s�ll drenched to the skin, we
found ourselves wan�ng more from the day and that came
in the form of Paintball. Gearing up with protec�ve pads, a
helmet capable of inducing a heat stroke and donning the
paintball gun filled with extra bullets that we managed to
get in when the owner wasn’t looking, we advanced to the
ba�lefield made up of barrels, tyres and tree branches that
were painted every shade of every colour by the previous
ba�les. I was hoping that the immense experience of

Manali - All Heaven & Earth
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playing Halo and
Gears of war might
help me with my
shoo�ng. Never
had I been so
wrong. The sun in
my eyes didn’t
help either. All of
us did get a few

shots off on each other, finding angles which the opposite
person couldn’t counter, laughing our lungs out at almost
fatal shots to precious parts of the body and not far from
having a concussion when a head-shot landed. Not to
men�on the recoil of the guns and no burst mode made
spamming hard and the situa�on quite intense and
boisterous.

Heading back to the hotel, we rested for a night expedi�on
into the Manali roads. Cafe 1947, famous for its Terminator
coffee which Kabir and I happily indulged in, was our place
of choice for dinner. The fresh fish along with the perfectly
seasoned pizzas and pastas that had cheese in every nook
and cranny filled our hungry bellies. That backfired as we
had planned to depart for Rohtang at 2 AM and our full
bellies made half of us drowsy and craving crawling into our
comfortable beds. Determined to see fresh snow, we set off
for Rohtang pass at 0230 hours, traffic an impediment as
always. We journeyed higher and higher, through the
slender curves and dangerous bridges, trying to catch up on
any sleep possible, res�ng our bodies in posi�ons that were
sure to cause repercussions later. I opened my eyes to the
first light reflec�ng from the towering snow-capped
mountains, trickling into the car. Passing between walls
made of snow, I’m happy we didn’t have a claustrophobic in
our car. Ignoring the usual tourist spot for a more peaceful
one with fresher snow, we stepped into paradise.

Taking in that deep breath of fresh snow in temperatures
reaching zero while the sun beams gently touched us, I took
my first steps, struggling for a grip and discovering a land of
frozen heavens, covered in shimmering, raw, fresh white
snow for as far as my eyes could see and surrounded by
pearly white mountain tops. I found my place there to be
insignificant in comparison to the white beauty I was in
presence of. The bliss. Happiness. Pure joy. The joy of having
experienced snow for the first �me in twenty-one years of
my life. In that moment, accompanied by the closest of
friends, I experienced something so breathtaking which is
quite impossible to describe. The frigid temperatures made
everything hard but my body was willing to do all in its
power to discover as much as I could. Throwing snowballs,
failing to make a snowman (fresh snow is quite dense and
hence difficult to mold), I felt ten again. That pure bliss is
incomparable.

Alas, we departed, our bodies overworked and our souls
content. A grueling and cramped 8 hours, a pitstop of food
and drinks later, we finally got to rest on proper beds.
Nigh�all approached and we went out, wan�ng to buy
something for the folks back home The absolute hustle-
bustle of the Mall road would have induced a panic a�ack of
unknown propor�ons in these Covid �mes. Sodhi, JD and I,
resolute to try Tibetan and Japanese cuisine waited 30
minutes for a table for a rather unique experience to our
Punjabi taste buds.

Our last day started out on a great note. Jund and I
wandered off into a German bakery wan�ng to taste some
good sandwiches and coffee, we ended up with a couple of
new friends all the way from Israel, Johanna and Mira who
were just as enchanted with the city as us. Saying goodbye
to our new friends, we made our way to Hadimba temple,
witnessing a plethora of culture on display, from musicians
to ar�sts, all showcasing their talents. The temple was as

majes�c as the photos made out to be and more. Paying our
respects, we headed back down and we encountered cute
fluff balls in the form of two rabbits with scarlet eyes. They
were extremely docile and playful, le�ng us hold them and
grab some kawaii photographs which are there on our
Instagrams. At last, the �me had come, to bid farewell to
Manali and hence, sa�sfied with our en�re trip we walked
from the hotel to the bus stop, taking in the last sites of the
majes�c town and the mountains surrounding it. A taxing 20
minutes later, we were in our seats and on our way back
home.

A glimpse into the past year, makes me realise how fulfilling
it was to be able to make such happy memories with my
friends that I’m sure to cherish for a long �me, especially in
troubling �mes.

Harman Singh
Batch 2K17
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Dr. Ravinder Kaur, Professor and Head, Dept of
Radiodiagnosis
Dr. Purnima Aggarwal, Professor, Dept of
Radiodiagnosis
Q: Which life event/thoughts are the reasons behind the
founda�on of this project? How and when was this project
started?

Ans. We all know that prenatal sex determina�on was
rampant before the implementa�on of PNDT act and
radiologists were largely considered responsible for this. So
this project “Raksha” was started by the radiologists to ‘save
the Girl child; eradicate the slur of sex determina�on and
female fe�cide’. This was started by the Indian radiological
imaging associa�on (IRIA) to make the society aware that
radiologists care for girls and their upli�ment.

Q: What type of support this project receives in terms of
people, compliance, finances etc.

Ans: State branches of IRIA do various social ac�vi�es to
empower the girls and women, locally, by involving the local
women related NGOs and government departments as well
as local celebri�es who provide whole hearted support in
reaching out the underprivileged girls. We, under the
banner of Chandigarh chapter of IRIA, have distributed
sanitary pad vending machines in a girls school, distributed
sta�onery, woollens etc to the children in schools . In COVID
�mes the help from police department of Mohali was taken

to distribute packets of masks,
sani�zers, eatables, sanitary
pads to the needy women.A
corpus Fund for Raksha
project at state chapter level
is created where all dona�ons
by members of IRIA and non-
members are added as
“Raksha fund” into the
account of states. Most of the
financial help we get is from
radiologists only. Even non-
radiologists can contribute to
the funds.

Q: In what ways this project
has helped the radiologists?

Ans: It has definitely helped in
changing the perspec�ve of

the society towards radiologists that radiologists support
the girl child. Govt. organiza�ons and PNDT authori�es are
roped in for various ac�vi�es to help underprivileged girls.
These ac�vi�es are widely covered by media, newspaper
which results in news reaching to masses. The society and
Govt. organiza�ons know that radiologists are working for
the be�erment of the poor women and girls.

Q: What according to you can be the best reward for the
founders of this project?

Ans: The founders and co-ordinators of this project are
facilitated at na�onal level by IRIA. They get recogni�on all
over India. The best award for the founders of this project
would be if we are able to provide help to as many needy
women as possible and most of the radiologist come
forward in upli�ment of the girls.

Q: In what ways the project has changed the lives, and do
you think there is a hope for big change in coming �mes?

Ans: When we started this project in Chandigarh, we
distributed just 50 packets of sta�onary items to the poor
students in the slum areas. A�er 2 years of launch of this
project we distributed more than 2.5 lakhs of kits/ packets
of essen�al items all over India in which all states of India
par�cipated. Lectures on menstrual hygiene are also given
to girls in schools which are appreciated by the girls and
teachers. This is just the beginning and smiles on the face of
needy women and girls bring immense gra�fica�on to us.
We hope to reach out to more number of women in future.

RAKSHA
An Initiative by IRIA

Raksha ac�vity at Aashiana and Snehalaya for girls children home in Sector 15 which is a unit of
Chandigarh Child and Women Development Corpora�on
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Q: If anyone wants to volunteer as a helping hand, in which
ways can he/she help?

Ans: Help is always welcome especially for this noble cause.
First and foremost, one can help by making family and
people one meets on a daily basis understand the dire need
to &#39;save the girl child&#39;. Trea�ng women with
equality from when they are just a fetus all the way �ll old
age is something that people need to be educated about. If
one wishes to help monetarily, then IRIA has started a “A
RUPEE A DAY FOR UNDERPRIVILEGED MOTHERS &amp;
DAUGHTERS” ini�a�ve. The details are available on official
website of IRIA.

Q: In what ways do you think a normal ci�zen can make a
difference, and help in this project?
Ans: Apart from contribu�ng monetarily to this ini�a�ve,
there are many small ways in which a person can contribute
in their daily life. As they say, charity begins at home. A
considerate and equal a�tude should be adopted towards
all women in life. For example, men should contribute
equally in the household chores. Parents should sensi�ze
their children towards equality from a young age and make
sure that their daughters receive opportunity in all spheres
of life.

Q: What is your advice for the masses regarding the
declining mental health these days?
Ans: Mental health is a subject that has been kept in the
shadows for too long. It is really promising that such an
important subject is now gaining its due a�en�on. Social
s�gma against mental illness is, however, s�ll powerful and
deep rooted in the Indian mindset, largely due to lack of
informa�on, and that people tend to a�ach nega�ve
s�gmas to mental health condi�ons. So people should show
individuals respect and acceptance regarding their mental
health issues. People should be encouraged to seek
professional help without any shame. With the recent
breakdown of rou�nes, in view of COVID lockdown there are
so many cases of mental illnesses that are now surfacing.
This emphasizes the need to keep an open mind and learn
more about mental health issues, now more than ever.

Q: How did you manage to reach the underprivileged

mothers and daughters during this lockdown
phase?

Ans: The Raksha team of IRIA through the state
chapters of IRIA, under Pan India drive,
distributed kits to the underprivileged ‘Mothers
&amp; Daughters’ across the country. The kits
for mothers include hand sani�zers, face Mask,
hand Gloves, sanitary pads, nutri�onal
supplements like jaggery &amp; pee nut. Kits
for daughters include school bag, lunch box and
sta�onary. The Raksha team also gave talks and
played Videos on women empowerment,
safety, cleanliness &amp; hygiene, nutri�on,

educa�on and awareness on Breast and Cervical Cancer.
They also sensi�zed them about awareness on COVID-19
and Mental Health. Raksha ini�a�ve has also planned to
distribute 2 lakhs kits. It is also in process of installing of
Sanitary vending machines in Govt. Schools in under
privileged areas.

Q: As we all know that many adolescent girls due to
menarche have difficul�es in con�nuing their schooling.
What solu�ons and help do you plan to provide to these
girls?
Ans: The major reasons for school dropout due to
menstrua�on are lack of awareness about menstrual
hygiene, lack of sanitary napkins, adequate facili�es for girls
and the cultural s�gma associated with menstrua�on. These
are the issues that need to be tackled in order to ensure
proper educa�on of girls.

Raksha Team of Chandigarh Chapter of IRIA
President: Dr. Mahesh Praksh, Professor, Dept of
Radiodiagnosis, PGIMER, Chandigarh

General Secretary: Dr. Naveen Kalra, Professor, Dept of
Radiodiagnosis, PGIMER, Chandigarh

Co-ordinator: Dr. Purnima Aggarwal, Professor, Dept of
Radiodiagnosis, GMCH, Chandigarh
Dr. Monica Chhabra, Consultant, Dept of Radiodiagnosis,
Max Hospital, Mohali

Convener: Dr. Sandhya Dhankar, Consultant, Faith
Diagnos�c Centre

Members: Dr. Ravinder Kaur, Professor, Dept of
Radiodiagnosis, GMCH, Chandigarh
Dr. Tulika, Professor, Dept of Radiodiagnosis,
PGIMER,Chandigarh
Dr. Vanita Gupta, Consultant, Sohana Hospital, Mohali

In the end,we would also like to thanks Navya Naveen Kalra
(Batch 2k17) for her help in bringing out this project in
front of us and helping us arrange a mee�ng .

Raksha ac�vity was done at SP Mohali office for needy women
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In these days of increasing awareness on mental health issues,
we decided to contact Mrs. Sangeeta Jain, the Vice Principal of
SOREM (Society for Rehabilita�on of Mentally Challenged), who
is trained in au�sm and voca�onal training.
With an au�s�c child of her own, she was well versed with the
struggles of the differently-abled child and embarked on a
journey to help and nurture many more young lives.

She graciously agreed for the interview and we were inspired by
her posi�ve outlook and perseverance.

Q. Please tell us something about SOREM….
A. SOREM was started in 2008 when au�sm was on a rise. I
received training from Na�onal Centre for Au�sm. We started
with 35 students and provided them with voca�onal training.
We presently have 172 student and 62 of them are au�s�c.

Q. As a parent and as a teacher, how was your experience
different?
A. My journey became more beau�ful as a parent as well as a
teacher. The most beau�ful part was when I worked with my
child. Some days were very good and some were bad.
Some�mes I would lose my pa�ence with my own child. As a
teacher, I was able to detach myself and teach the kids. I could
understand the perspec�ve of the teacher as well as the parent.
I played both roles.

Q. How did u reach out to the masses for this noble cause?
A. We went for rallies in the lake and public places. But I think
now we have to move ahead from the stage of awareness to

acceptance. People s�ll stare when they see a different child.
There has to be acceptance at the family and community level.

Q. How is the future for these kids who study from SOREM?
A.We all try our best. Our main aim is to make them capable of
an independent life. We educate them according to where and
how they have to live. They should be able to eat, sleep and
make their living. Future training has to be planned according to
every child and his poten�al and interests.

Q. How are the children coping up during lockdown?

A. They some�mes get frustrated at home. It’s difficult for them
to go out as not all of them are comfortable wearing masks. So
we call them to school
some�mes. We explain to
them about the pandemic
with the help of cartoons. I
stay available for phone
and video calls. They con-
nect to me very well. I feel
blessed. SOREM is my
happy place.

Q. What message would
you like to give to all the
teachers out there?
A. All children are dif-
ferent. Stop talking about
disabled and abled. We all
have our own disabili�es.
We want to be accepted as
we are and so do they!
Everyone needs to know
that it’s okay to be how-
ever they are. Try to know
them. They can also teach
us a lot. They have uncon-
di�onal love to give.
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P roject Nanhi Jaan was started in 2010 when some
extremely stressful circumstances were experienced at
the Advanced Pediatric Centre at PGIMER, Chandigarh.
A lot of children were seen suffering due to mismatch in
cri�cal care equipment, skewed doctor pa�ent ra�o and

lack of freely available consumables. It was then that a group of
like-minded people got together and started efforts to bring about
a change. The objec�ves of Nanhi Jaan include funding cri�cal
care medicines and specialized surgeries, funding cri�cal care
equipment, promo�ng health and hygiene awareness amongst
economically weaker sec�ons besides contribu�ng towards
educa�on of these children.

Since it’s incep�on the NGO has donated 5 ven�lators besides
phototherapy units, incubators, transport ven�lators, bubble
CPAP’s to name a few machines to strengthen the paediatric care
in the city. The NGO runs a 24X7 helpline to help children with
cri�cal care medicines at the Advanced Paediatric Centre at PGI
besides funding educa�on and helping with clothing and
nutri�ous meals for the underprivileged children.

There was a lot of insecurity and fear in the care givers of the
country as cases of Covid 19 started moun�ng in March this year.
The supply chains for protec�ve gears were s�ll not in place and
the care givers were risking their lives while a�ending to pa�ents
in public hospitals. Appeals were coming from various places to
NGOs for help.

This is when team Nanhi Jaan decided to launch their ‘Care for
Caregivers’ campaign with the objec�ve that no health care giver
should feel insecure while figh�ng the Covid menace. The
campaign was to help fill in the gaps in supply by providing
frontline workers in Chandigarh with protec�ve gear like PPE’s,
coveralls, masks, face shields. The vision also included
strengthening delivery of care by helping make hospitals and ICU’s
sufficiently stocked with sani�sers, monitoring devices and
equipment, finding cost effec�ve solu�ons of protec�ve gear
ensuring at the same �me that there was no compromise on
quality.

Nanhi Jaan donated around 3000 PPE kits, thousands of litres of
sani�sers besides face shields, protec�ve eyewear, N 95 masks,
infrared thermometers to PGIMER, GMCH 32 and GMSH 16
hospitals, CH Mohali, the Municipal Corpora�on Chandigarh,
Local Bodies of Pa�ala and Sangrur and the Rotary Blood Bank
Society, Chandigarh. Two ven�lators and six syringe pumps helped
upgrade the Department of Paediatrics GMCH 32 during the
pandemic. In all, the NGO’s contribu�on was over Rs One Crore to
help and strengthen the medical fraternity in the pandemic.

Truly living up to its mo�o - Let No Child suffer due to lack of
money and resource, the NGO con�nues to strive towards the
upli�ment and be�erment of the underprivileged children.

Nanhi Jaan – Giving Children The Care They Deserve

Anandita Singh
Batch 2K17

NGO Focus
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O
ne can witness doctors geared up
in N95 masks in emergency at
GMCH-32 in the month of
December-January, the period of
seasonal flu like H1N1, but this
�me it was different. Pa�ents with

flu like illness and respiratory difficul�es started
showing up in the month of March this year
instead of December. Ini�ally we were
considering possibility of HINI only and
restricted the differen�al of Covid-19 only to the
individuals with history of foreign travel. Within
no �me, isola�on area was started both for
H1n1 and Covid-19, Pa�ents being managed by
the collabora�ve efforts of medicine, pulmonary
and anaesthesia department. Videos and
tutorials regarding doffing and donning, the
reuse of n95 were all over the social media for
doctors by the government and policy makers.

India’s response to Covid-19 was guided by
MOHFW which kept issuing the guidelines for
diagnosing and trea�ng the pa�ents. Complete
lockdown was issued by the government of
INDIA in view of the pandemic on 24th march in
an effort to contain the outbreak and prepare
for the pandemic. Rou�ne OPDs andwards were
closed down and all the focus of the
government was on diagnosing and trea�ng
covid19. Mass seminars and training of the
residents from every department was started.
Academic presenta�ons were converted into
online case discussions and webinars were
started via video applica�ons. It was decided to
convert PGIMER into a dedicated Covid facility
with a capacity of 300 beds and to channelize
the resources there whereas the south campus

of GMCHwas chosen for a 100 bedded facility in
case the PGIMER facility got compromised.

Ini�ally mass tes�ng and the availability of PPE
kits was an issue which led to the forma�on of
United Resident Doctor Associa�on by the end
of march. Contribu�ons started pouring in by
the fellow doctors star�ng with GMCH Alumni
who were instrumental in raising an online fund
for providing PPE kits for the residents.

A�er ge�ng inspira�on from them, URDA
started its own online campaign with a target of
arranging 1500 PPE kits in an a�empt to aid the
administra�ve efforts in dealing this pandemic.
We were overwhelmed by the response of the
fellow residents, consultants, parents, NGO’s
who le� no stone unturned in dona�ng and
contribu�ng for the cause. It was a great gesture
by the society in this part of the country in a
�mewhen the news of violence to the screening
team, the doctors asking for safety being sacked
surfaced in the neighbouring states. Meanwhile
URDA also started its online Facebook page to
create awareness and listen to the queries of
the residents in this pandemic which bridged
the gap between the administra�on and the
residents. Online posts aimed at li�ing the
morale’s of the fellow residents, mo�va�ng
them and apprecia�ng them for their work in
this pandemic. In view of the scarcity of the
doctors, residents from other surgical and
nonclinical departments were channelized into
the treatment of Covid-19 pa�ents. Meanwhile
team from community medicine was doing its
job in contact tracing and spreading awareness
in the masses. The department of ENT and
Microbiology took up the ini�a�ve to tes�ng of
every pa�ent in this hospital with a capacity of
running around 140 tests in a single day.

The selfless efforts of the surgeons/
gynaecologist is worth remembering when
pa�ents were operated for emergency life-
saving procedures and deliveries even without
knowing the Covid-19 status in the pandemic.
There were cases when pregnant female
residents and the senior consultants with co-
morbidi�es were seen doing du�es pu�ng their
lives at stake. There were also incidences where

Life of a
Chandigarh (India)
Resident in Covid-19
Pandemic
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residents had
to incubate the pa�ents

without the PPE kits even a�er
knowing the posi�ve status in emergency

situa�on.

As the number of Covid-19 posi�ve pa�ents
touched 400 mark in Chandigarh, other facili�es
including Dhanvantri, Sood and South campus
were started by the Chandigarh administra�on
which were exclusively being managed by the
residents of GMCH. Some of the residents were
forced to get themselves quaran�ned in their
own homes and many even le� their homes
thinking of the safety of their family.

Regarding the treatment aspects, MOHFW have
been �mely upda�ng the treatment protocols
for the Covid-19 pa�ents. Ini�ally HCQ was
termed as the breakthrough discovery in
trea�ng the pa�ents, however reports from
long term follow up added no benefit of the use
of prophylac�c HCQ. Various other drugs like
remdesivir, toculizumab have also been
approved by the govt but in limited use. The

recent guidelines recommend the use of
steroids and an�coagulants along with broad
spectrum an�bio�cs in moderate to severe
covid infected pa�ents. GMCH also started
using Plasma therapy in October which was
later disapproved a�er the latest ICMR
guidelines. Recently, PGIMER was selected for
phase 3 clinical trials for oxford vaccine
developed in Europe.

As I pen down this ar�cle, various rumours have
emerged regarding the non-fatality of this virus
and the propaganda of the policy makers and on
the other hand over 550 eminent doctors from
all over the country have lost their lives
threatening the Covid-19 pa�ents selflessly.
Covid-19 has brought people closer from all
walks of the life. It has taught us the importance
of each and every profession in the sustenance
of this society. A�er 11 months of the first
reported case in Wuhan district in China, Covid-
19 has become a part and parcel of our life, we
have found ways to overcome the fear and the
anxiety to work for the be�erment of the
society. Being tested as Covid-19 pa�ent is no
longer considered a s�gma and looking at the
ra�o of the deceased and the recovered
pa�ents from this infec�on, we are hopeful of
fla�ening the curve and wri�ng about the last
Covid-19 pa�ent to be discharged once the
pandemic gets over.

Dr Harsheel Gupta
General Secretary, URDA
PGJR, General Medicine,
GMCH-32, Chandigarh
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People locked down into the houses
Some seeking pleasure in talking to the mouses.
With hovering danger of ge�ng diseased
Like the drones sani�zing the streets.
Giving up on the retreats
People prac�sing the anthem of social distancing
rolling up their sleeves.

While ca�le roam freely as they moo
Tigers, leopards, monkeys, deer join them too.
No two-legged creature to shoo them away
They rejoice as they make their way.
With a constant urge to join them too
Man anxiously watches from inside the human zoo.

Thinking
Is this Nature’s wrath or renewal?

No dining out, no clubbing, no gheris
Watching Kapil Sharma Show to be merry.
Families bonding stronger
Efforts of hanging out together needed no longer.

Vehicles laying on roads sore
Like a fussy child wan�ng his toys no more.
With more fuel for future in Nature’s hi�y
Prosperity need not be miser or pe�y.

Thinking
Is this Nature's wrath or renewal?

No maids, no servants, no household help
No one the master, no one the slave.
Crea�ve ways of losing weight
All men and women in chores engaged.

Industries shut, vehicles shunned
Air becoming increasingly cleaner.
Aqua�c life rejuvenates once blunted
As river water gets purer and rarer.

Tapping sound of drizzling rain drops
Soaring birds and shining flower pots
Harmonious music of Nature’s tune.
Some say it is the world’s doom
But I say it is the nature in full bloom.

Think again
Is this Nature’s wrath or renewal?

Nature’s Wrath or Renewal?

Sonali Aggarwal
Batch 2K14

Background Photo by
Shubham Shandilya
Batch 2K18
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E
ver felt thunder go down
your spine from the
smell of fear? The pin
drop silence across the

street, with the rustling of the
leaves challenging your very
existence. The ghostly winds
blowing the contagion across
borders. Every en�ty you
stroke against wai�ng to
slaughter you. Fear is a
funny thing, for it creeps
you out, but keeps you
alive. Welcome to the
panic house. Walking
through that emergency
door everyday, knowing that
the faces you meet, won’t all
make it to tomorrow.

Somehow, I remember every
single number. For those aren’t

just numbers, there were stories,
there were families, there were dreams

laid in front of us. Here every bed
narrates his life’s plan today, but as the
sun rises again, he knows that plan number

213 may remain a dra� forever.

“When will be go home, when will we go
home”, persistently kept asking the 5-year-old,

with messed up hair wearing a torn rugged red t-
shirt to his mother, who worked as a helper for a
London returned lady.

When you look around with hundreds of
people dying in their homes, in solitude, with
ambulances rejec�ng to transport them to a
hospital, even if some how they do manage to

reach, the healthcare system has collapsed,
everywhere. Most ro�ng in their very apartments,

spreading the putrid smell across the lanes, well if you
were wondering, that is the very smell of fear.

Bed number 9, 10 and 15. All three of them won a bed, I
would say it was their lucky day. Or, was it?

“Look at my car, it's so fast, it can take you anywhere, it can race
up to the heaven”, he showed me while he zoomed his Hot Wheels

across the walls of the emergency and over his mother’s face, neck
and saree. Children, huh? Li�le did he know the walls, the floor, the
table, the slab, were all looking for a prey.

There isn’t much we can do, expect to listen to their stories. When
there is no cure, the healing is just from within. The sun rose again,
as always, the same gloominess but this �me with a different
sorrow. Amongst the reassuring smell of the disinfectant, for
sani�sers are now like warfarin for atrial fibrilla�on, indispensable,
came a pan�ng distressed voice, “Mommy I can’t breathe”. My
heart sunk, felt weak on the knees, I knew it was Bed 9. Amongst the
chaos and mourning was the li�le boy with his car, laying in his
mother’s lap, trying as hard as he could, to breathe.

Background Photo by
Monika
Batch 2K17

Bed
Number 9
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Yes, people are gasping for air.

All cyano�c, not once did she complain being out of breath,
but insisted on her son ge�ng a ven�lator. Only if I could use
my magic pencil to build one. What choice would you make
if you are given the responsibility of deciding the fate of
three lives? Would you save the 54-year-old London return
lady with chronic kidney disease, in the black dress wearing
a fossil watch, or the 30-year-old woman beaten by her
alcoholic husband everyday, with not much means to live or
the 5-year-old full of dreams?

Well, fortunately or unfortunately, I didn’t have to make that
choice. A�er all, what do people who work just 12 hours a
day without an air condi�oner in 42 degrees wearing PPEs,
surrounded by dying people, know about saving lives. Then

who decides to give a gi� of life? The person on
the other side of Sir Graham
Bell’s inven�on.

The ICU landline phone
rang, every �me as we
approached the maroon
handset our hands
trembled, wishing we could

shut our ears. A call was
made from an air-condi�oned

room, and it seems that black dresses
had a survival benefit.

Beep…Beep…Beep… Thats the sound
of a chance to life. “You will be
absolutely fine. Mommy is here”.
Thats the sound of hope of life.

“And then I will go back to school and
study very hard and make you proud”. Thats

the sound of a plan of life. Holding onto her son, hands
wrapped around his body as if she knew it was the very last
�me, satura�on falling to 80…73…50…28.

Bed number 9, just ge�ng ready to add another dra� into
numbers. He had seen it all, through the day and night,
posi�ves, nega�ves, blacks, whites, 82years, 2years,
discrimina�on, rejuvena�on, love, mournings and deaths.
Hundreds of deaths, who took their last breaths grabbing
onto its white sheet, yet he felt profound pain every
single �me.

There she lay, lifeless, and it's a wrap up.

You get to know people for a moment, and the
very next moment, there is an emp�ness, as if
they took a part of you away. “Where is my mommy?”
No, I wasn’t strong enough to respond.

“Take my car mumma, it will take to you to heaven” he
smiled whilst I couldn’t stop tears from rolling down. Just

standing amidst the chaos, numb, turning a deaf ear to
mourns, witnessing the crisis depersonalised.

What was her mistake? She dared. Dared to go out, for she
could put bread in front of her son. The virus killed her,
hunger would have brought death to her son. I think she
didn’t regret her choice. She is now the number 214.

Even without food, even without a family, the boy s�ll never
complains. Neither do the migrant workers who walked
hundreds of miles barefoot, empty stomach, to get home,
nor the riksha puller whose wife was pregnant but he
couldn’t take her to the hospital. Who complains? The ones
si�ng in their air-condi�oned rooms, the ones who are
asked to wear masks to save their own lives, ones who have
to spend the en�re day with their families, apparently their
whole life is falling apart.

“ #No dominos #bored #lockdown is killing me”, read my
friends Instagram post.

Everyone had their life planned out, and yet it seems it
won’t work out that way. Maybe, it was never meant to. Life
is a game of Tetris, you keep on fi�ng pieces together, just
according to your plans, reaching higher levels. That’s when
it starts ge�ng tougher, un�l the pieces stop fi�ng, yet you
don’t fall apart, you keep changing shapes. Enjoy through
the tougher levels, because you never know when the “L”
shaped block messes up and its game over

We are living through history and 20 years from now we
would be narra�ng stories, happy stories, about how the
nature healed when humans weren’t allowed outside,
about how our crea�vity sprung up during these days, how
families got together to play Ludo, how there was just some
more �me to enjoy the pleasures of life, while Omar will be

telling how he lost his mother in the tragedy,
on condi�on, if he survives to 2040 without
food.

Background Photo by
Anshul
Batch 2K16

Aanandi Dhavan
Batch 2K14
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Sources suggest, original host was a bat;
Challenge this virus, it will reset your
thermostat.
Tried out Contact tracing, Isola�on and
complete lock-down?
You Violate this, and it will never slowdown!
Today, Healthcare workers have become the
“Corona Warriors”,
Against this corona virus, there doesn’t exist
‘superior-inferiors’.
Stay home, stay safe; break down the
spread cycle,
O poor Mankind, under nature’s worldwide
economic debacle!
So Lazy I’ve become, ge�ng up late; my
new rou�ne,
Contact with a known posi�ve case, foreign
travel history? You ought to be under
quaran�ne!
This spiked enveloped ssRNA virus, helices
rotate in posi�ve sense,
When everything will be normal, seems a
big suspense;
Dare you a�ack any health worker!
“Modified Epidemics Act” makes it a
cognizable offense!!

Quarantine Woes

2020, a year, when the world was gi�ed
Corona by China (for most of it). The spread
also occurred partly, because of the laid back
a�tude of the governments, when it came to
an undertaking. Late ac�ons indeed gave birth
to 4 lock-downs. What impact will the
economy have with already crashed stock
markets, only God knows! A year, when
discrimina�on resurfaced at its peak!
WHAT IS COLOUR,WHEN THY SOUL IS BLACK?
A year, when cyclones struck our na�on and
added to the pre-existent havoc. A year,
where we witnessed merciless and sadist
killing of elephants, forget about ivory
removal and being only half-way through. I
assure you that some coteries and individuals
are indeed undergoing monstrous meta-
morphosis and are undoubtedly becoming
primi�ve and less mannered, driven by the
greed to succeed, and succeed, at the cost of
another. A pathe�c state of absolutely zero
EQ.
WHAT IS IQ, WHEN THERE IS NO EMPATHY
AND SENSITIVITY TOWARDS MANKIND &
TOWARDS NATURE?

2020 The Year of Change

Vaibhav Garg
Batch 2K18

Tavishi Mehta
Batch 2K18
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‘As you sow, so shall you reap’
From the very beginning this proverb is
introduced into our lives, illumina�ng our
minds that our hard work and inputs will
always repay us in future.
The bright and inven�ve minds of 21st

century have been me�culously used by the
powerful leaders for development of
technology in the sector of military to show
their domina�on over the world ;
astronomy to study about other planets
despite the welfare of their own planet
being in a soup ; ar�ficial intelligence to
provide an experience of virtual reality ;
automobiles to enhance the experience of
the influen�al.
All the inputs and hard work of people
employed in these sectors have failed to
repay at this �me of global crisis.
The policy Makers and leaders of the world
have failed miserably to give Health sector
it’s deserving place. The budget for health
care is 3% to 14% of the en�re GDP , on the
other hand armed forces get a bigger chunk
of nearly 40% to 50%. Investment in
healthcare doesn’t seem to prove the
dominance of a country, whereas, a
mammoth military power keeping other
countries petrified and always at service is
what is POWER for them.
Such conjectures of the leading countries
have been given a blow by a microscopic
enemy COVID-19 virus which cannot be
destroyed by any of their he�y firearms.
At this current scenario doctors and nurses
are protec�ng the people as real heroes

working �relessly. However, they are facing
shortage of medical supplies at a �me when
military supplies worth millions are abor�ve
and sta�oned.
In this fight against the microscopic enemy
“Many” healthcare worker have lost their
lives and many more are losing each day
due to less amount of personal protec�ve
equipment (PPE) or none to protect
themselves.
Had their been researches or developments
in the measures to keep health care workers
protected from infec�ons while working
none of such precious life would have been
lost.
Today it can be clearly witnessed that
developments on the paper and media is far
different from the developments in the real
world. During this ba�le against the
COVID19 virus many countries have failed
to keep their people protected, causing a
mammoth loss of lives.
This type of crisis gave a precise lesson to us
that terms like developed, developing and
undeveloped doesn’t exist unless the
countries priori�ze the use of resources in
science and technological advancements.
The need of the hour suggest that the
leaders of the world should ra�onally invest
funds and encourage all the scien�fic brains
to enhance science and technology in the
health sector and research works so that if
something of this sort repeats in future, the
human race stand strong.

Prioritising the use of
Science and Technology

Anuj Kumar
Batch 2K18
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B
iological warfare, also known as
germ warfare, is the use of
biological toxins or infec�ous
agents such as bacteria, viruses,
fungi and also insects with the

intent to kill or incapacitate humans, animals
or plants as an act of war. The weapons here
being biological en��es are either living
organisms or replica�ng en��es such as
viruses are called BIO-WEAPONS. Rudimentary
forms of biological warfare have been
prac�ced since an�quity.

The earliest documented incident is recorded
in He�e texts, da�ng back 1500-1200 BCE, in
which vic�ms of tularemia were driven into
enemy lands, causing an epidemic. The
Assyrians possibly knew of ergot and its
poisonous nature, Scythian archers dipped
their arrows and Roman soldiers their swords
into excrements and cadavers- vic�ms were
commonly infected by tetanus etc. Like this
there are many examples of such acts in
modern history. With the advent of 20th
century, the world witnessed the 1st World
War fought with firearms, followed by 2nd
World War fought with more sophis�cated
weapons, strategies, tac�cs and this war as I
quote was “the prima facie evidence” that
weapons of mass destruc�on were not a myth,
the nuclear bomb detona�on proved that.

They say the 3rdWorldWar, if it has to happen,
shall be fought with nuclear warheads. But I
disagree because bio-warfare is the future.
With the tremendous advancements in the

field of immunology in the 20th century, we
have been able to find a cure to innumerable
infec�ous and non- infec�ous diseases, but
also our understanding of the world of
microbes has unravelled the secrets, the
possible of origin of life on this planet and now
we can think of mul�ple combina�ons of
biomolecules to create and evolve microbial
en��es.

Like every coin has two sides, so does this
knowledge aboutmicrobes. Employing them in
industrial biotechnology and gene�c
engineering has to co-exist with their
employment as a means of warfare. But a�er
1945, what, has to be the possible year that
bio-weapons must be revealed, rather than
being thought of as a new means of Cold War?
Well it’s 2020, a pandemic has occupied the
world and I am thinking, is it? Is it what it is? or
maybe not? Before I tell you what’s my take on
Covid19 let me tell you the findings of some
studies that have been done recently.

Covid19 virus has been renamed as SARSCoV-2
as published reports suggest it shares highest
similarity with bat SARS coronavirus. A study
has iden�fied specific muta�ons in the
receptor binding domain of spike glycoprotein,
the most variable part in the coronavirus
genome. There are more than 400 SARSCoV-2
assembled genomes at NCBI database. A study
was conducted by Interna�onal Centre For
Gene�c Engineering And Biotechnology
(ICGEB) New Delhi, India to understand
varia�ons occurring in SARSCoV-2 with
geographical areas. They analysed Indian,
Italian, USA and Nepal SARSCoV-2 genome and
compared them with the Wuhan SARCoV-2
and produced a compara�ve analysis with
pioneering results. They used bioinforma�cs
tools to inves�gate the SARSCoV-2 sequences
from different geographical loca�ons. The
results were as follows:

SARSCoV-2:
A Bio-weapon, or not?
My Opinion
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1. Nepal virus’s genome matched that of
Wuhan virus.

2. The Indian virus has 4 muta�ons at
different regions of the spike
glycoprotein.

3. Italy virus has 3 dele�ons and USA virus
has only one.

Also, they iden�fied 9 miRNAs predicted to
specifically target SARSCoV-2 genes. These
targets were absent in SARS and MERS
genomes. They found a single host miRNA (hsa-
miR-27b) targe�ng the Indian virus, unique to
Indians. Reports have demonstrated the

abili�es of this miRNA to inhibit HIV-1
replica�on. Muta�on, when first discovered was
described as an error in DNA replica�on and
later was also said to be due to errors in post-
transla�on events affected by environmental
factors. Naturally the rate of muta�on in viruses
is around 10-8 /base pair/genera�on. Now
don’t you think SARSCoV-2 has mutated really
fast, meaning it’s genome had errors already.
Why did this happen? Any guesses, No, okay, I’ll
tell you - this happens when a virus is made in a
laboratory, it’s pathogensis is confirmed in a
laboratory animal which according to the WHO
bio-safety guidelines has to be incinerated a�er

that. Well such animals
a�er incinera�on do not pose any harm, but we
got Covid19 and it has become a pandemic.

I shall say nothing a�er this, not even my
opinion, because it will be called as a conspiracy,
a hypothe�cal statement according to the
conven�on. So, I leave it to you, for yourselves
to decide what you should be believing in, but
first do refer to the links that are men�oned

below. Don’t be scared, accept the reality
and be prepared for the future, the
Biowar!

h�ps://doi.org/
10.1101/2020.03.21.001586

h�ps://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Biological_warfare

h�ps://doi.org/10.1038/s41591-020-
0820-9

h�ps://doi.org/10.1128/JVI.05065-
11

h�ps://www.who.int/
medical_devices/publica�ons/
lab_biosafety_manual/en/

Kushagra Vashisht
Batch 2K16
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The recent Coronavirus (2019-nCov) has ra�led
the structural pillars of governments and
organiza�ons all over the world. This virus has
been the cause of millions of infec�ons and
hundreds of thousands of deaths worldwide.
Not only has it brought normal life to a
stands�ll, but it has demonstrated the frailty of
the human body against nature itself.
The virus has been classified as a novel
problem, but isn’t the situa�on like one of the
many warnings the nature has given to
mankind throughout it’s existence?
Can we say that the message is the same
though the means have evolved?
What message are we talking about? Over
popula�on.
The rising human popula�on has been a
constant source of debate but to no effec�ve
results. Our virility has stalked our existence
and our prolific nature has put stress on our
planet’s resources. we humans have exploited
the earth’s resources without any heed to the
problems that might subsequently arise.
Nature has always sent distress signals and
messages to make us realize about the
consequences that We will have to face if We
keep up the present pace of the so called
‘development’ and ‘urbaniza�on’. The Black
Death, the bubonic plague, that occurred
during the fourteenth century and wiped away
half of Europe’s popula�on and decreased the
world’s popula�on by a third was nothing but a
message by nature that it was high �me for the
human popula�on to mend their ways.
An interes�ng thing to know is that pre-plague
Europe of 14th century was struggling – a high
popula�on density and a never-ending demand
for food and other resources meant poorer
standards of living for those in the lower strata.
The streets were brimming with people
starving and lacking basic necessi�es of life.

A�er the plague however, the tables had
turned. The decreased popula�on meant a
reduced strain on the land to fulfill the
demands. The lifespan of surviving Europeans
had increased following the plague. A�er death
came renaissance, a period of rebirth, breath-
ing fresh life into every living being.
Another interes�ng analogy is that the Plague
Doctor Masks used by physicians in Europe
during the Black Plague to distance them from
infected pa�ents have also evolved – into the
Personal Protec�on Equipment being used by
physicians and nurses of today.
Another evidence that the corona virus
pandemic is history repea�ng itself is the
descrip�on of corona virus like afflic�ons in
ancient Indian texts da�ng back to 100 BC i.e
during the �me of Charaka, one of the principal
contributors to Ayurveda, a system of medicine
and lifestyle developed in Indian Subcon�nent.
In the chapter ‘Krimi’ of his book ‘Charaka
Samhita’, there is men�on of a term called
‘Sleshma Krimi’, which is described as
something that cannot be seen by the naked
eye as they are ‘Maha Sukshnma’ which means
they are so minute that one needs a special
instrument to see them. It describes the
organism as being round in shape, heavy with
spikes and also explains how Sleshma Krimi,
a�er se�ling in the respiratory system, causes
cough, severe conges�on, breathlessness and
some�mes leads to death.
The lesson to be learnt from this is that we, as
inhabitants of this planet, are responsible for
it’s upkeep andmaintenance and the survival of
humanity as a species depends upon the effort
we put in to interpret and respond to the
signals that nature is throwing in our direc�on.

Adish Beri
Batch 2K18

COVID 19:
Chemotherapy for the Malignancy
that is Overpopulation?
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Online classes, no doubt,
provide students to catch up
on the classes lost due to the
prolonged lockdown as a
result of the COVID-19
pandemic. A�ending classes

online without a break is said to be causing
problems like dry eye syndrome, burning
sensa�on of eyes, and ear problems.
Educa�onists and doctors have their own
reserva�ons on online classes for primary
classes.

During the last two weeks, a few school children
in the age group of 4-5 discussed with me with
complaints of dryness in their eyes and frequent
blinking of eyes. Prolonged reading on the
mobile screen and watching it from close range
may result in many types of problems.He
suggested that a laptop or a desktop with a large
screen should be preferred. It also ensures that
proper viewing distance is maintained, at least
to some extent.

Prolonged use of earphones can result in noise-
induced deafness. It can also cause �nnitus and
the child may experience ringing sounds in the
ear. Severe exposure may cause inability to hear
certain frequencies. The problems depend on
the dura�on and intensity of the sound.

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infec�ous
disease caused by a newly discovered
coronavirus. Most people infected with the
COVID-19 virus experience mild to moderate
respiratory illness and recover without requiring

special treatment. Older people and those with
underlying medical problems like cardiovascular
disease, diabetes, chronic respiratory disease,
and cancer are more likely to develop serious
illness. The best way to prevent and slow down
transmission is: awareness about COVID-19
virus and its spread as disease, protec�on of
oneself and others from infec�on by washing
hands or using an alcohol based rub frequently
and not touching your face. Other methods that
also decrease its spread can be maintenance of
social distance and wearing of mask on face.

Covid19 has led to the new era of online
educa�on system. For children today, using
technology comes as naturally as breathing. Be
it computers, tablets, mobile phones, or gaming
consoles. The kids learn to operate these
devices faster than us. Sadly, the flip side is their
addic�on and dependency on these gadgets.
The lockdown has further compounded the
problem with the virtual school classes, making
it increasingly difficult to reduce the screen �me
of young eyes. Since the onset of the pandemic
people are working from home and spending
most of their �me in front of computer or
laptop. The transi�on to online learning has
impacted not only teachers, who have had to
amend their courses, but also students who
have had to adjust to a new learning
environment. This has many detrimental effects
on the eyes, ears, brain and other parts of
individual’s health.

Online Classes
Glimpse 2020
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What are the adverse effects of online classes
on various parts of human body?

Online classes, no doubt, provide students to
catch up on the classes lost due to the
prolonged lockdown as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic. A�ending classes online without a
break is said to be causing problems like dry eye
syndrome, burning sensa�on of eyes, and ear
problems.

Let’s see the effects on different organs.

Eyes
In such a scenario, parents, like me, are
constantly worried about their long-term op�c
health and the strain on their eyes. I keep
thinking if I can do something more to reduce
the stress and, at �mes, the pain my kids
complain of some�mes. They are o�en feeling
dryness in eyes. It causes strain on eyes andmay
cause computer vision syndrome. This is due to
prolonged si�ng in front of computers. Even
other electronic devices like tablets, mobiles,
e-readers and TV may contribute similarly if are
overused. Digital eye strain can be diagnosed
through comprehensive eye examina�on. The
ophthalmologist may take proper history, work
related habits and undertake a detailed
refrac�on to determine the appropriate lens
power and the need for its correc�on.

a. Blurry vision/Accommoda�on spasm: Gazing
at the same distance for an extended �me can
cause the focusing system of eyes to
temporarily spasm. This condi�on causes a
child’s vision to blur when they look away from
the screen.

b. Myopia: Looking con�nuously at the
computer screen and other screens may
increase the chances of developing
nearsightedness or myopia, which is a type of
refrac�ve error where you see blurred images as
your eyes do not bend light correctly. Various

studies have shown that if children spend more
�me playing outside, it just might result in
healthier vision development in children.

c. Eye fa�gue:Muscles around the eye, like any
others, can get �red from con�nued use.
Concentra�ng on a screen for long periods can
cause headaches, eye pain, brow-ache, dryness,
and even lead to excessive rubbing and issues
with concentra�on.

How to prevent eyes from such condi�ons?

Healthy habits may help to decrease in strain of
the eyes and thus preven�on of dry eye
syndrome. These measures can be:

Adequate rest to eyes: Give adequate rest to
your eyes from �me to �me. Always take regular
breaks to prevent strain. Follow 20-20 rule i.e
take a 20 second break and look 20 feet away
a�er every 20 minutes of con�nuous screen
�me. This will help one to prevent strain near
vision and stretch the muscles of eyes in
focussing. The muscles will be less fa�gued and
will be rejuvenated from �me to �me.

Adjust the viewing angle: The angle of your
gaze playes an important role in Computer
vision syndrome. For the best angle, the centre
of the monitor,tablet or phone should be 20 to
28 inches from your eyes and 4-5 inches below
eye level. So adjus�ng your computer can save
your eyes from computer vision syndrome.
Posi�oning the device screens based on the
1/2/10 rule, which means – mobile phones
ideally at one foot, desktop devices and laptops
at two feet, and roughly 10 feet for TV screens
(depending on how big the screen is), should
help.”

Care for Dry Eyes: If you have symptoms of dry
eyes,then one should take frequent breaks
from your screen. Rest your eyes regularly and
work in a well- lit environment to avoid eye
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strain. If s�ll dryness persists then consult the
ophthalmologist for proper examina�on and
then use lubrica�ng eye drops .

Reduce eye-glare: Contrast difference between
the background and le�ers on screen makes
your eye strain more. So posi�on your screen so
that there is avoidance of the glare of screen. If
the problems have become persistent then one
must consult ophthalmologist for its cure.

Lay emphasis on a good nights sleep: Not
ge�ng enough shut-eye leads to �red, sore
eyes. Children need aminimum of 8 full hours of
res�ul sleep. Children should not be sleeping
with devices in their bedrooms, and this
includes television, computers, and
smartphones. In addi�on, it is also
recommended that exposure to screens is
completely avoided for at-least an hour prior to
going to bed.

Schedule in some physical ac�vity: Pu�ng
down the device or stepping away from the
computer or television can help avoid eye and
vision problems from too much screen �me.
Children aged six years and older are advised to
get at least 60 minutes of physical ac�vity each
day. Outside play can also be a great “workout”
for children’s vision—giving them a chance to
focus at different distances and ge�ng
exposure to natural sunlight.

Remember to blink: Encourage your child to
blink extra, especially when they take breaks to
avoid dryness. Your pediatrician or eye doctor
may recommend a moisturising eye drop or
even the use of a room humidifier if your child
con�nues to be bothered by dry eyes.

Spectacles: If your child has any refrac�ve
errors, get them fi�ed with spectacles. For
those who are used to contact lenses, it is
advisable to switch to using glasses while
working on the screen for longer periods of
�me.

Healthy diet: Consuming a diet rich in Vitamin A
and C is very good for good op�cal health. Fruits
and vegetables rich in an�oxidants like papaya,
carrot, broccoli, spinach, and eggs should be
included.

Decrease brightness of the screen to a more
comfortable level for viewing

Regular yearly visits to an ophthalmologist
may help iden�fy early signs of visual problems.

There is no doubt that technology use by
children is here to stay!! Fortunately, clear steps
such as those above exist to mi�gate and
eliminate, in some cases, the nega�ve impact on
children’s vision and overall health.

Ears
Sensory influences of online classes

The World Health Organiza�on (WHO)
es�mates that around a billion young people
across the globe could be at the risk of hearing
loss because of unsafe listening habits using
earphones. There have always been medical
issues connected with excessive gadget use and
now, a�er about 3-4 months of lockdown, ENT
doctors are beginning to see a rising trend in
ailments among children who have been
exposed to numerous hours of screen �me.
Children now report ear discomfort and pain
due to ill-fi�ng ear phones with the risk of
hearing loss; and ringing noise in the ears, due
to prolonged exposure to electronic noise.
There is the added risk of ear canal infec�ons
like ‘Otomycosis’ due to fungal mould found in
ear phones.

Because hearing loss is invisible, it is difficult
understand just how much it can affect a child’s
day-to-day life and lifelong poten�al. However,
it is accepted that children who have a hearing
loss are at educa�onal risk. Parents, teachers,
audiologists and other professionals should
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work together with the child, to understand the
hearing loss and to advocate for their listening
needs. This sec�on provides informa�on and
resources about how hearing loss can impact
listening, learning as well as the possible social
impact of hearing loss

Brain
One of the major consequences of the
transi�on to the online learning is its impact on
sleep habits. Students in different �me zones
than their ins�tu�ons are now sacrificing sleep
to wake up for classes on Zoom. The sleep
depriva�on causes deficits in the prefrontal
cortex, which normally keeps our amygdala, the
emo�onal and impulse region of the brain, in
check. Virtual learning has inevitably increased
the amount of �me students spend on digital
devices everyday.

Too much exposure to screens of mobiles and
laptops leads a feeling of isola�on and anxiety in
the current scenario. It can lead to depression
and an increase in neuro�c traits such as nail
bi�ng, thumb sucking and hair pulling.

Effect of Spine: Cervical and thoracic spine is
affected in many students. The posture related
pain in the cervical spine or low backache may
occur due to excessive �me spent on online
classes for longer dura�on. Prolonged si�ng is
always detrimental for the posture. Without the
right posture and the right kind of study desk,
at a certain point, they are bound to complain
about extreme pain on their backs, shoulders,
and neck muscles because of slouching or
straining for long periods of �me.

Some may even experience stress, �ngling
sensa�ons, headaches, muscle fa�gue, and
decreased performance because of bad
posture.

Vitamin D deficiency
As students are at home all day, sunlight
exposure is important and students should sit
outside before 8 am to get their dose of
Vitamin D to make sure calcium reaches the
bones.So Vitamin D deficiency is another
problem of online world.

All educators approach this new paradigm with
varying degrees of enthusiasm and concern. Are
you op�mis�c or skep�cal about Online
Learning? Are you interested in knowing how
delivering courses online can improve your
teaching and offer unprecedented learning
opportuni�es for your students, or do you want
to know what you will be up against as you plan
and deliver your classes online?

It is important to consider both the pros and
cons of online learning so you can be be�er
prepared to face the challenge of working in this
new environment as well as embrace the new
opportuni�es that it has to offer. The harmful
effects of online classes are definitely affec�ng
the health of the kids or students and it may
leave permanent scars over the health of the
individual. In such Corona �mes-no other
alterna�ve is best and it is useful in being
progressive rather than stands�ll life.

So, follow healthy habits and prevent all the
problems of health to maximum extent.

Dr Manpreet Singh,
Associate Professor,
Department of Anaesthesiology
and Intensive Care
GMCH-32, Chandigarh
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Anandita Singh
Batch 2K17
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ANNUAL DAY
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I
gnite was started out with the idea of giving
back to the society and making Plexus 2019 a
success. The idea was to inculcate the
necessary educa�on of Basic Life Support (BLS)
including Cardiopulmonary Resuscita�on (CPR)

and First Aid at the school level so that future
genera�ons of this country have the tools necessary
to ‘save a life’ if the emergency situa�on was to arise.

The utmost requirement was for it to be easy to
understand, have plen�ful hands on training and
maximizing the efficiency with which the sessions
were conducted. The sessions also included the
teachers and support staff of the school so as to get
the maximum amount of awareness possible.

It would be the first of its kind ini�a�ve in the Tricity
and that posed a big challenge for us.

Under the guidance of Dr. Jayashree Muralidharan
(Professor, Advanced Pediatric Centre [APC], PGI) and
the leadership of Dr. Arun Baranwal (Professor, APC,
PGI) and Dr. Vishal Guglani (Head of Pediatrics
Department, GMCH) alongwith Dr Vipul Gupta
(Assistant Professor, Pediatrics Dep�., GMCH), a
partnership with the Indian Academy of Pediatrics
(IAP) was formed and the mass awareness program

for BLS-CPR decided to be adopted and conducted
around the schools of the city beau�ful.
150-170 students per session was found to be ideal to
give the proper amount of �me for each student to
receive personal hands-on training on a dummy
manikin of both adult and infant to replicate real life
scenarios.
The heimlich maneuver was also decided to be
demonstrated so as to help in choking emergencies
for both adult and infant.
Each student was also handed the IAP-CPR manifesto
in the form of a pamphlet accompanied with a
notebook and pen so as to take notes if they deemed
necessary.
The team of Ignite was just 7 students with the want
of giving back to the society. Keshav Garg and Niyanta
Sharma handled most of the IAP coordina�on
Gurasis Singh Sodhi, Harman Singh, Rajat Mi�al,
Shivangi Sharma and Mansi Sharma handled the
school coordina�on with every session being
presided by a course coordinator, which alternated,
to manage workloads.
All of the designing for posters, cer�ficates and
pamphlets was taken care of by Harman while the

IGNITE - Save a Life
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prin�ng responsibili�es were managed by Niyanta,
Keshav, Gurasis and Rajat. Shivangi and Mansi made
sure that there was fluidity during the sessions and
ensured everything was in place and according to the
plan. The work division was what made possible the
success of the whole ini�a�ve of Ignite.
The first session was conducted in Ankur School, PU,
Chandigarh and it was inaugurated by Professor Raj
Kumar, Vice Chancellor, Panjab University with the
course being directed by Dr. Vipul Gupta supported
by Dr. Gunjan Baweja and course coordinator
Niyanta.

The session
taught over 160
students along
with faculty and
even received
media coverage
for its
uniqueness. The
faculty members
were also gi�ed

saplings as per the tradi�on of GMCH.
With mass success of the session, eleven further
sessions were conducted over the period of 3 months
with mul�ple doctors and nurses par�cipa�ng from
the tricity and outside as well.
These sessions were conducted at Li�le Flower
Convent School, Kids R Kids School, Ashiana Public
School, Chitkara Interna�onal School, St. John’s High

School, Shivalik Public School. Dr. Geetanjali
Jindal (Associate Professor, Pediatrics Dep�.,
GMCH), Dr. Gunjan Baweja, Dr. Karthi, Dr. Ajay
Thakur, Dr. Rajalakshmi Iyer and Dr Sumeet
Bansal, who had come all the way from
Sunam, Punjab were the coordinators for
these various sessions.
Further sessions however could not be
conducted due to exam responsibili�es of the

Ignite Team though they con�nued to get invita�ons
from various schools throughout the next five
months.
With that the Ignite team managed to teach over
1500 students and over 200 faculty, CPR (for adults
and infants) and the heimlich maneuver (For adult
and infant) which went above and beyond the ini�al
goal that they had in mind. They had set out to
accomplish a goal of giving back to the society and
had doubled the ini�al result they wanted.

So as to celebrate their accomplishment with the
whole college, esteemed comedian Parvinder Singh,
was invited with the funds thus collected. Known for
his jokes on daily life, his eccentric Punjabi
personality, The Great Indian Laughter Challenge and
YouTube success, he performed stand up comedy at
Plexus 2019 making it the first Plexus in the history of
GMCH that had two Star Nights.
The objec�ve of Ignite is to spread as much
awareness about life saving procedures amongst the
popula�on and save as many lives as possible.
Thank You to all Ignite members: Gurasis Singh Sodhi,
Harman Singh, Keshav Garg, Mansi Sharma, Niyanta
Sharma, Rajat Mi�al and Shivangi Sharma.
A special thanks to all the Doctors and Nurses who
took out �me from their schedules and par�cipated
in training the young genera�on.

Harman
Batch 2K17



Basic Life Support Workshop
“The people who gave him CPR are what gave him a chance at all ” —Dave Cook

The students of batch 2k17 saw Plexus 2019 as opportunity to inculcate in
brilliant young minds the basics of CPR, under the umbrella of Basic Life
Support Workshop.
The morning of July 29, saw a prodigious assembly of students accompanied
by their teachers from schools — DAV Sector 8 and Saupins — in Sarai
auditorium. All beaming with excitement and full of zest to learn under the
excellent guidance of our esteemed faculty Dr. Lakesh Anand and Dr.
Manpreet Singh from Department of Anaesthesia, GMCH-32
With everyone seated well the faculty started the workshop with a
presenta�on and in no �me the students were deeply engrossed into the
lecture, imbibing every ounce of knowledge with rapt a�en�on.
Benjamin Franklin once said: “Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember,
Involve me and I learn”
Thus, students had hands-on experience of CPR on mannequins under
supervision of faculty and teammates wherein a surprise announcement
regarding display of organ specimens served as a cherry on the top as the zeal
among students sky rocketed
Watching the students with ac�vity made us realize that making this
workshop, a perfect amalgama�on of theore�cal and prac�cal knowledge
turned it into a complete success.

A huge thanks to the team and all those who made it possible – Prerna,
Disha, Navya, Anisha, Dhri�, Japneet, Sourabh, Aakash, Avijit, Nikhil, Caramel,
Mehar and Sachi.

Mehar & Sachi
Batch 2K17
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SPORTS DAY
Sports and games give us the much needed healthy compe��ve spirit
and a strong desire to give in our best. Being on the field,
par�cipa�ng in various sport ac�vi�es is one of the best ways to let
go all the stress that the medicos have!

Keeping this in mind, the Annual Athle�c Meet was organised with
great enthusiasm. Students, teachers and staff of GMCH par�cipated
with lots of zeal and passion. Organised by students of MBBS Batch
2018, it consisted of a lot of indoor and outdoor ac�vi�es like table
tennis, basketball, volleyball, badminton, high jump, long jump, discus
throw, javelin throw, shot put and a variety of races. There were also
fun events for the children of the faculty members.

The best athlete male was awarded to Sonu Sharma of Batch 2016,
and the best athlete female was awarded to Garima Monga, Batch
2016. Batch 2016 was the best batch and Batch 2019 won the award
for the best march past.

The Chief Guest for the event was Mr. Ramphal Mann, a Dronacharya
Awardee. Our Director Principal, Prof. BS Chavan encouraged us with
his words of wisdom and made us realise the importance of sports
and the values it teaches us. The meet would not have been possible
without the endless support of Prof. SS Lehl, Prof, Rajeev Sharma, Mr.
Bhagwant Singh and all the members of the Sports commi�ee who
worked �relessly throughout the day to ensure that all the events run
smoothly.

I also thank all my batch-mates of Batch 2018, and my juniors, Batch
2019 who worked endlessly wri�ng cer�ficates, organising prize
distribu�ons, making calls for the events, and registering the
students. The event wouldn’t have been possible without your help!

Jayati Sahay
Batch 2K18
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C
ricket, as many would agree, is one
of the most followed sports in our
country. From kids holding a plas�c
bat, to men figh�ng for the television
remote, cricket indeed is the most

loved sport in India. In the same way, GMCH has
always supported a cricket friendly environment
and has seen quite a bunch of sport loving
enthusiasts in the past. This year, our road to
victory began with quite a rough patch.
Unavailability of grounds, rainy weeks and lack of
equipment were some of the problems we faced in
the ini�al days. Despite all this, a determined lot of
30 cricketers began their journey about 2 months
before the start of the tournament.

For the past three years, we had been so close, yet
so far from the priceless trophy. This year, the
enthusiasm was admi�edly on the lower side at the
start. However, keeping in mind, the past results
and the mistakes we made, we, as a unit, led by our
captain, Abhishek Sharma, were determined to
bring the trophy back home. Those two months of
prac�ce were filled with hard work, joy, excitement

and even some injuries. One of our senior player
Shrey Chauhan fractured his le� thumb during the
prac�ces. It was a big blow to the team. But all in all
it gave some new faces to show case their talent.
We had Abhigyan, Pankaj, Lakshay, Hitesh and
Antriksh as the new entries into our team.

I believe that more than the tournament itself, it’s
the prac�ce days where we reform and develop as
a team. Developing the bonding to fight together,
it’s here where our cricket fraternity is formed.
Those two months went by as quick as a flash, and
here we were, at the first match of EUPHORIA 2020.
With hopes high and energy through the roof, we
had our first match against the ASCOMS Jammu
medical college team. Interes�ngly, the
par�cipa�on was overwhelming in this year’s
tournament. We had about 18 entries which clearly
indicated how tough a journey it was going to be.
The teams par�cipa�ng come here, not only to play,
but to clinch that pres�gious trophy.

For others, it may sound like an ordinary
tournament hosted by some medicos, but for us it
is a beau�ful exci�ng phase, las�ng 2 odd months,

One Team, One Dream
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the memories of which, we
rejoice for years. The wait
for the next euphoria starts,
the moment the current
tourney ends. So coming to
our tournament journey, in
the first match itself, we
were reduced to 10/5,
ba�ng first. The situa�on
was accompanied by tense
faces in the dugout, a
domina�ng opponent and a highly probable early
exit from the tournament.

In these �mes of dwindling hope, there comes our
experienced opener, Shubhum Jund playing one
hell of a innings, finishing on 116 not out, and
supported beau�fully by the young champs of our
team at the other end. We ended with a score of
183 at the end of our allo�ed 20 overs. Promo�ng
Lakshay followed by Abhigyan proved to be some
top class decisions for the team. A�er that, our
bowlers made merry where the trio of Shubhum,
Abhishek and Abhinav took two wickets each and
we won the match by quite a margin.

This victory made us realise about how capable we
were, of being strong in tough �mes. A major factor
to the win, was the support of the players in the
dugout, who constantly cheered and kept
increasing the hopes of those playing on the field.
This was a clear indicator of the strength of our
cricket family. The next two knockout matches went
well, the second against PGI Rohtak where Abhishek
played a responsible innings of 54 followed by a
four wicket haul. Shubham Jund was the star of the
match again scoring 113 runs in the match. Kanwar
made remarkable contribu�on by bagging three
wickets in his sole over.In the third match against
Jammu dental we had a good start scoring 52/0 in
our first six overs followed by a collapse . We were
63/5 at the end of 10 overs. Lakshay and Abhigyan
held both ends and we were up to a respectable
total at the end. but once again the bowlers stood
up and we won by a he�y margin of 77 runs. Here
our team fought as a single unit, with fielding being
one of our major strengths in the tournament. Then
came the final, at a venue we would always dream
of playing, the PCA. That vibe, the energy, the
nervousness, all reaching a new high. We were put

to bowl first. The first few
overs, we conceded a few
boundaries, along with
picking a wicket or two. The
spree began a�er Ri�k
grasped a wonderful catch
at long on.

The tables began to turn
right there. Then the
spinners took on their
du�es. Those spells turned

out to be a nightmare for the opponents. They
struck at key intervals and we were able to restrict
them to a chase-able total. Going by the past trend,
our innings was once again, halted by rain. But by
God’s grace the rain stopped just at the right �me
and we were able to have a complete match. Both
the openers started nervously but they led the way
like champions, as a result of which victory was
right before our eyes. And surely, in the 17th over,
we sealed the deal by chasing down the target. We
had finally won. That feeling was unmatchable.

The joy, the energy, the emo�ons, all unleashed.
We were all around the ground, running madly,
shou�ng at the top of our lungs, laughing, crying
and what not. Shubhum Jund was declared the man
of the series for his all-round performance scoring
292 runs and taking 5 wickets. It was a perfect end
to a hard-working journey. YES, WE WERE THE
CHAMPIONS OF EUPHORIA 2020. THE TROPHY WAS
BACK, AFTER 3 YEARS. WE DID IT.

THE HARDWORK, THE INJURIES, EVERYTHING
SEEMED TO HAVE PAID OFF.

Celebra�ng for a while, we boarded our buses and
went straight to our campus. There we were on the
stage, being declared the champions, the winners
of Euphoria 2020.The trophy was in our hands, and
all we did was proudly and repeatedly, shou�ng:
3,2,1, GMCH.

Signing off,

Euphoria 2020 Winner

Shubham
Batch 2K17



Football is a simple game. Two teams of eleven have
to merely kick a ball into the opposite net, but what
cannot be fathomed is a how a simple game of
football can produce moments of ecstasy and agony.
Those two words, agony and ecstasy perfectly sum
up football in Euphoria 2020.

With the start of a new decade, came an almost new GMCH
football team. Players who had led the team for the past few
years, le� the team. It was a big loss but also an opportunity
for those who had not represented the college yet to showcase
their talents.

As usual, prac�ces started 2 months before the tournament.
We had a group of 25 individuals who came to prac�ce
regularly and worked hard to improve on their game. A month
passed by, and we were happy with our prac�ce sessions. We
believed in ourselves and had confidence in our abili�es,
maybe a li�le too much.

We enrolled ourselves into a tournament in Punjab University,
to see how good we actually were. The confidence was at an
all-�me high and watching the other teams play, we felt we
were the favorites to win the tournament. We went into the
first match thinking it would be easy and lost 1-0 conceding a
poor goal. We didn’t think much of it, brushing it off as just a
bad day. What followed the next day, brought us back to reality.
We lost the two games we played, 2-0 and 3-0. All the
confidence we possessed had gone with the wind. We had hit
rock bo�om. It looked like we were heading towards a third
straight defeat in Euphoria 2020.

We tried to learn from our mistakes. We worked hard, made a
few posi�on changes, some tweaks here and there and
prepared ourselves for euphoria 2020.

The day before Euphoria 2020, the draws were to be
announced. We wanted an easy start to help bring back the
confidence, but as luck would have it, we had the worst
possible draw, facing SGRD, Amritsar and GMC, Tanda in the
group stage. Then finally we entered Euphoria 2020.

Day 1, we played SGRD. We had a nervous start to the match
with a few over-hit passes and poor shots. It was a physical
match with both teams playing rough and a closely fought
ba�le which ended in a 0-0 draw. It was a bad result for both
teams. As we prepared for day 2, we got the news that GMC,
Tanda had backed out of the tournament. Maybe the luck was
finally on our side a�er three years.

Day 3, we play against DMC. We had a very shaky start to the
game and came close to conceding twice. Slowly, we grew into
the game and eventually made it 1-0 in our favor thanks to our
striker, Karan Aggarwal. We defended as a unit and didn’t let
them score. We had finally won our first match. This was the
turning point in the tournament. It was the morale boost we
needed and the belief in our abili�es was back.

Day 4, we played HSJ dental college, CHD. They had defeated
SGRD and were sure to give us a tough fight. We had a good
start to the match, playing well all over the pitch, but we could
not score. dominated the match, but could not score. It was the
same story of last 2 Euphorias with us being unable to score,
but this �me we had leaders like Ameek and our captain Rohan
who kept us sharp and focused. We did not give up and finally
Arvind scored from long range with the very last kick of the
game. We celebrated, falling to the ground on top of each
other. We had reached the finals. A�er 3 years, we finally had
the chance to bring back the trophy.

Final day. We played
GMC Amritsar, the team
we lost to last year. The
start of the game was
tense with both teams
playing well. It was clear
that GMC Amritsar were
way be�er than the other
teams we had played �ll
now. Evenly matched
towards the end of the
first half, Aryan scored a
beau�ful free kick. A

swerving shot from 30 yards. We were overjoyed. We couldn’t
believe what was happening. We had to compose ourselves as
we s�ll had a lot of �me to play. We started to defend and GMC
were playing really well, pu�ng us under a lot of pressure. We
had to stay focused. Towards the end of the game, they had a
great chance, a header that was sure to be a goal was saved by
Jasdeep (JD). Everybody on the field and off the field was in
awe, as they thought the ball was going to go in, but he saved
it. As the clock ran down, the final whistle was blown. We were
in ecstasy. Some ran around going crazy while others fell to the
ground with tears in their eyes. Three years of hard work had
finally paid off. As we saw the spectators run onto the pitch to
celebrate with us, we realized what we had achieved.

We were the champions of Euphoria once again.

Gurasis Singh Sodhi
Batch 2K17
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E
uphoria Final. The day we
all had been waiting for,
having not making it past
the group stage last year.

Flashback: Filled with a zeal for
vengeance last year, we took a
pledge that next year we'll give it
our best shot and not slack off at
any moment. The team practiced
hard, with many new faces joining
us, bringing with them a renewed
vigour to perform.
This time we had played a couple
tournaments before Euphoria, even winning
Ignition 2019, so our confidence was high.
At the end of a hard-fought tournament, Euphoria
would have its first joint basketball winners,
GMCH Chandigarh and GMC Patiala. (Rain
being a spoilsport).
This way, GMCH had the first ever golden trio (or
one in recent memory) in Euphoria, winning the
Basketball, Football and the Cricket
tournaments.
From rushing after classes to practice, seeing the
cheerful faces as a team member joined in the
practice, discussing plays and moves, cracking
jokes at someone's expense, sharing stories and
anecdotes, breaking the shackles between the

different batches, we had a great time, and made
memories for life. Remember the Stu-C lunch?
Taking up fancy names on our jerseys? Or the
evening shakes that we occasionally had, to that
Euphoria night where we all went out? There are
numerous occasions that will remain etched to
the memory (of some, atleast :D).
Celebrating our win, and more than that our bond
and camaraderie, we had a basketball party,
wherein everyone talked their hearts out,
laughed and had a beautiful time. The team
photo at the end was a memorable one, not
being able to get one after the final due to the
rain.
Hence, (perhaps) we sign off, handing over the

legacy of Basketball in the able hands
of our juniors, and live in the
contentment of making Basketball a
revered sport in GMCH that everyone
will look forward to each year, our main
motive since the start.
“I wish the golden days come again
and we relive them happily,
For ours isn’t a squad or a team, it's a
family.”

Basketball
Roll the Ball

Aaditya Sharma
Batch 2K16



Rapid Fire
Secrets of Teachers

Dr. Anshu Palta (Department of Pathology)

1. Name one thing you could never live without
Fountain pen
2. If you were a product what would be your �meline?
Classy
3. What is the first thing you no�ce when you meet a person?
Vibes
4. What is your biggest addic�on?
Shopping
5. What is your idea of Saturday night?
Watching a nice movie with family and having pizza, pasta and
coke
6. Name a compliment which you received which sounded like
insult?
Friend complimented me on cooking skills by saying I should
have been a �ffin supplier
7. What is your biggest phobia/nightmare that came true?
I have dog phobia and you can imagine my state when I had a
dog bite in MBBS

Dr. Roosy Aulakh (Department of Pediatrics)

1. If not a doctor then what would you be?
Ethical lawyer available exclusively for genuine clients
2. What is the wildest thing you did in college?
Mass bunked physiology class and played cricket in college
premises with professors frowning upon us from balcony
3. An idea which change your life
Winners don’t quit and qui�ers don’t win – Vince Lombardi
4. A�er which fic�onal character would you name yourself?
Howard Roark – Protagonist of the Fountainhead
5. Which chore you hate doing?
I only do things which I love and keep loving the things I do , no
�me for hate
6. What is your biggest addic�on?
Intellectual and ethical discussions
7. Who would you like to swipe your life for 1 day?
None: too contented to be myself

Dr. Vidhur Bhalla (Department of Surgery)

1. What is the biggest excuse you heard or made to enter class
late?
Li� not working
2. If you were to be a superhero what power would you have?
I only want to be a normal human being who is able to teach the
value of honesty and integrity
3. Have you ever received a compliment which sounded more
like an insult?
Never felt insulted on receiving a compliment
4. What would be the �tle of your autobiography?
My experiments with truth
5. What is the biggest blunder in viva you can recall?
Students wrongly iden�fying organs during viva
6. If you were a product what would be your tagline?
Genuine
7. Can you tell us about an idea that changed your life?
Socially – forgive and forget and always love the crea�on of
nature

Prof. Subina Narang (Department of Opthalmology)
1. One thing that the students will be surprised to know about you?
I have bunked very few classes in college but the classes I bunked
were maximum from ophthalmology
2. What was the wildest thing you did during your college �mes?
I was pushed on stage by my seniors at the last minute for “dance
to the tune” and had to dance to “Tirchhi topi wale”
3. What is your biggest addic�on in life?
Tea and GMCH’s samosas
4. What is the biggest blunder you made in your viva?
I made a blunder in anatomy viva where I insisted that it was the
le� hand while holding out my right hand. I got confused
between right and le�
5. First thing you no�ce in someone during your first mee�ng?
The way a person talks
6. If given a chance to trade your life for 1 day, whom will you
trade it with?
I will trade it with my daughter, so that I can re-live my college life
7. To which fic�onal character do you relate yourself?
Friendly neighbourhood Spiderman
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Rapid Fire
Secrets of Teachers

Prof. Jagdish Chander (Department of Microbiology)
1. A�er which fic�onal character would you name yourself?
Charlie Chaplin
2. What is your favourite drink?
As I am a teetotaler, I’ll say lime water
3. What is the biggest blunder made in a viva you can recall?
In anatomy viva, a student was asked to enumerate structures
passing through foramen magnum and he said “oesophagus
passes through foramen magnum”
4. What would be the �tle of your autobiography?
Self-appraisal
5. Can you tell us one thing that the students will be surprised
to know about you?
I can play an instrument — Flute
6. Name one chore you hate doing?
Kitchen work
7. Can you tell us I wildest thing you did in your college �me?
I used to write slogans on walls of our college (Rohtak) with my
gang

Dr. Meenal Thakre (Dept. of Community Medicine)
1. Can you tell us one wildest thing you did in your college �me?
I ate 20 gulab jamuns in college mess for a bet
2. If you could raid one woman’s wardrobe collec�on, who would it be?
It would be actress Rekha, for all the heavy range of saree that she
possesses
3. Have you ever received a compliment which sounded more like an insult?
One of the PGJR who was being relieved from department men�oned
during farewell address that I am good at hospitality and refreshment
management, etc. I took it as an insult as being a doctor none of my
skills as medical professional were men�oned
4. What is your biggest addic�on in life?
It is for entertainment and keeping myself and others happy
5. If you were a product what would be your tagline?
Differ and set trends
6. A�er which fic�onal character would you name yourself?
“Pia” character from 3 Idiots – a sincere and beau�ful doctor
7. If given a chance to trade your life with someone for one day,
who would it be?
I won’t accept this even for a day, because I love each day of my life

Dr. Gurvinder Pal Singh (Department of Psychiatry)
1. Can you tell us one thing that the students will be surprised
to know about you?
Singing, I remained folk singer at state level and many na�onal
conference level
2. What is your biggest addic�on in life?
Humanity
3. What is the the thing without which you can never live
without?
Friends
4. Which according to you is be�er – failure or success?
Success
5. What would be the �tle of your autobiography?
Man of Medicine
6. Have you ever received a compliment which sounded more
like an insult?
I was once called a senior doctor
7. What is your spirit day?
Monday

Dr. Prankur (Department of ENT)
1. If you were a superhero what would be your superpower?
The power to read thoughts
2. If you can trade your life with someone for a day who will it
be?
Albert Einstein
3. If you were a product what would be your tagline?
Your partner in crime
4. What is your biggest addic�on in life?
Video gaming
5. What was the wildest thing you did in your college life?
Opened emergency exit of dissec�on hall and escaped from the
anatomy department
6. If not a doctor, what will you be?
Physicist
7. What is the biggest blunder in viva you remember?
Someone started demonstra�on of cremasteric reflex when
asked how to elicit it



Who is most likely to 2019 2018 2017 2016
Have a weird/unusual phobia

Boys

Ekamveer Vaibhav Prabal Aishwarya

Marry for Green card Ri�k Bandish Chaitanya Ankit Prateek Madan

Drunk dial their ex Adiya Jaspreet H***** Vijay

Break lockdown rules Pranay Besharat Shubham Simranjit

The party lad Pranshu Dhuria Shaurya Bha�a Ankush Vijay

Have undergone drastic
transformation under lockdown

Girls

Devyani Antara Mansi Inayat

“Attitude” who me Saher Saloni Dhri� Fa�ma

Cancels plans at last moment Mehak Gupta Harleen Mehar Seema

Act drunk while being sober Seerat Hyma Onam Shakya

Always gets her way Suprabha Saloni Anisha Binita

Talk about nothing but their
rela�onship

Couples

Nabeel -
Nandini

Saurav -
Muskan Ishita -Raghav Prachi - Arayan

The heart wants what it wants
(Bromance/Womance)

Avni -
Tejaswini

Sankalp -
Digvijay Annu - Illma Bhar� - Shivangi

Indulge in ZDA (zoom display of
affec�on)

Aayush -
Bhavya Anuj - Anshika Raghav - Ishita Shraddha -

Mantavya

I can stand her not loving me
but I can’t stand loving him
a.k.a. THE LOVE TRIANGLE

Suprabha -
Archak - Vidhi

Hyma - Rijul -
Ishaan

M***** -
S**** - N****

Bhar� –
Shantanu -
Aayush

Redefining breakup no�on
(Broken up? well yes…maybe
no…umm it’s complicated)

Avni -Devarchit Gurmehar -
Saloni

A***** -
C***** Mantej - Varnika

Best dressed

Teachers

Shivani Maam Jagjit Sir Anshu Palta
Maam

Roosy Aulak
Maam

Leaves you with goosebumps Anumeha
Maam

Dassari Harish
Sir

Dassari Harish
Sir Sanjay D’cruz Sir

Could have been a Bollywood
superstar Anita Maam Anshu Palta

Maam
Roosy Aulakh
Maam

Roosy Aulakh
Maam

Has enough stamina to run a 10
km marathon

Tarun Kumar
Sharma Sir

Vishal Guglani
Sir

Vishal Guglani
Sir Vishal Guglani Sir

Talk
ing
Mirr

or
POLL
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Talk
ing
Mirr

or
KHOL

47.50%

6.
30
%

Which of these changes is most
desirable in GMCH?

More infrastructure -
9.70%

Better Hostels -
36.60%

Sports facility and gyms -
47.50%

Pre-final batch should organize
euphoria - 6.30%

21.80%

14.60%

What do you look forward to in
College Fest?

Dancing, having fun and
socialising - 49.80%
4 din ki chutti -
21.80%
4 bottle Vodka -
14.60%
Checking out guys/girls
(esp nayi janta) - 13.80%

30.60%

8.90%

18.70%

What do people do most
o�en in library?

Aur kya padhai karenge -
30.60%

Sone ka maza to AC main hi
ata hai - 41.70%

Shikari shikar karega -
8.90%

Aashiqui 3 -
18.70%

15.60%

Thoughts at the back of your mind
during viva?

Bas kisi tarah 50% aa
jaye - 63.70%
Fail kar de par bajaye na
meri - 7.60%
Haye bhagwan! viva postpone
ho jaye - 15.60%
Highest toh mere hi aane
chaiye - 4.60%
Kuch bhi ho, last 5 main nahi aana
- 8.40%

14.70%
60.90%

First thing your eyes search for when
you enter your class?

Teacher’s expression -
8.80%
Wall clock -
7.10%
Your crush (ahem ahem) - 14.70%

Last bench -
8.40%
Your gang -
60.90%

23.80%

11.70%
60.70%

Advice you would like to give your
juniors
Kuch marzi ho jaye, attendance
zaroor puri honi chaiye - 23.80%

Never miss your clinics - 3.80%

Kudi pata leni chaiye, MBBS saukhi
nikal ja� hai - 11.70%

Padhai karo, masti karo, par
teachers se panga na lo - 60.70%



Anandita Singh (Batch 2K17)

Anshul (Batch 2K16) Harman (Batch 2K17)

Shivangi Garg (Batch 2K17) Navya Naveen Kalra
(Batch 2K16)

Renuka (Batch 2K17)

Kajal (Batch 2K17)

Shivangi Garg
(Batch 2K17)

Sambhavi Joshi
(Batch 2K17)

Navkiran
(Batch 2K17)

Sambhavi Joshi
(Batch 2K17)

Somaya Taneja

Navkiran Batch (2K17) Anandita Singh Batch (2K17)

Anandita Singh
(Batch 2K17)

E�� C�n��
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Achievements

2015

Arshi Syal Shivani Gupta Yajur Arya Ridham

2016

Parth Lal Tanisha Parth Sharma

2017

Muskan Singla Rupali Ankit Shivangi Sharma

2018

M. Shraddha Aditi Rattan Jayati Sahay

FirstProff Second Third



Anatomy
Jaya� Sahay
Ankita Verma
Riyanshi Jain
Adi� Ra�an
Anshika Verma
Mankirat Kaur
Kafia Bano
M. Shraddha
Muskan Gupta
Navdeep Kaur
Sukri� Bansal
Megha Sharma
Vaibhav Garg
Avishek Sarangal
Physiology
Jaya� Sahay
Abidhi Sethi
Ashmita Rijal
Khushi Garg
Adi� Ra�an
Anandita
M. Shraddha
Mankirat Kaur
Navdeep Kaur
Sukri� Bansal
Vaibhav Garg
Ri�k Arora
Taksh Thakur
Adish Beri
Biochemistry
M. Shraddha
Anandita
Adi� Ra�an

Batch 2K18
Microbiology
Muskan
Rupali
Ankit
Mehar

Batch 2K17
Medicine
Arshi Syal

Batch 2K15

Distinctions

ICMR STS Projects

Navkiran
Guide Name
Dr. Shivani Randev
(Paediatrics)

Co-Guide Name
Dr.Nidhi Singla
(Microbiology)

Shivangi Garg
Guide Name
Dr. Varsha Gupta
(Microbiology)

Alan Siby
Guide Name
Dr. Mala Bhalla
(Dermatology)

Co-Guide Name
Dr. Anita Malhotra
(Physiology)

M. Shraddha
Guide Name
Dr. Anumeha Bhagat
(Physiology)

Co-Guide Name
Dr. Ravi Rohlla
(Community
Medicine)

C. Nikilesh
Guide Name
Prof N. K. Goel

GarimaMonga
Guide Name
Dr. Priti Arun
(Psychiatry)

Co-Guide Name
Dr. Shivangi Mehta
(Psychiatry)
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College Council Commi�ee
Front Row (L-R): Prof. GP Thami, Prof. AK A�ri, Prof. B S Chavan, Prof. Jasbinder Kaur, Prof. Sukanya Mitra

Back Row (L-R): Prof. SS Lehl, Prof. Jagdish Chander, Prof. NK Goel, Prof. Kanchan Kapoor, Prof. Gurvanit Kaur
Lehl, Prof. Dasari Harish

College Council Commi�ee
Front Row (L-R): Prof. Varinder Saini, Prof. Sudhir Garg, Prof. BS Chavan, Prof. AK Pandey, Prof. Vishal Guglani

Back Row (L-R): Prof. Ravneet Kaur, Prof. Uma Handa, Prof. Ravinder Kaur, Prof. Suresh Kumar, Prof. Suksham
Jain, Prof. Anita S Malhotra



Medical Educa�on Unit
Front Row (L-R ): Prof. Mala Bhalla, Prof. SS Lehl, Prof. B.S. Chavan, Prof. Varsha Gupta, Prof. Shivani Jaswal
Back Row (L-R ): Dr. Anita Tahlan, Dr. Anumeha Bhagat, Dr. Sangeeta Bhanwra , Dr. Nidhi Singla, Dr. Deepak
Aggarwal

Curriculum Commi�ee
Front Row (L-R): Prof. Monica Gupta, Prof. SS Lehl, Prof. BS Chavan, Prof. Sanjiv Palta, Prof. Anita S Malhotra,
Back Row: Dr. Jagjit Singh

An� Ragging Commi�ee
Front row (L-R): Prof. Kanchan Kapoor, Prof. AK A�ri, Prof. BS Chavan, Prof. Dasari Harish, Prof. Shivani Jaswal
Back row (L-R): Dr. Jagjit Singh, Dr. Anshu Palta, Ms Jyo�, Dr. Ajeet Kumar Sidana
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Sports Commi�ee
Front Row (L-R): Prof. Sanjay D’Cruz , Prof. SS Lehl, Prof. BS Chavan, Prof. Rajeev Sharma,
Prof. Vishal Guglani, Dr. Ree� Mehra
Back Row (L-R): Mr Bhagwant Singh, Dr. Deepak Aggarwal, Dr. Anshu Palta, Prof. Mala Bhalla,
Dr. Nidhi Singla, Dr. Jagjit Singh

Research Commi�ee
Front Row (L-R ): Prof. Jagdish Chander, Prof. Ravneet Kaur, Prof. BS Chavan, Prof. Jasbinder Kaur,
Prof. Suksham Jain
Back Row (L-R ): Dr. Anshu Palta , Dr. Vanita Ahuja , Prof. G.P. Thami, Dr. Dinesh Walia, Dr. Ajeet Sidana

Research Cell Commi�ee
Front Row (L-R ): Prof. Kanchan Kapoor, Prof. GP Thami, Prof. BS Chavan, Prof. Varsha Gupta,
Prof. Suksham Jain
Back Row (L-R ): Dr. Jagjit Singh, Dr. Subhash Das, Dr Robin Kaushik, Dr. Rohit Jindal



Editorial Board, Journal of Medical College, Chandigarh
Front Row (L-R ): Dr Surinder Singhal, Prof. GP Thami, Prof. BS Chavan, Dr Ajeet Kumar Sidana,
Prof. Suksham Jain
Back Row (L-R ): Prof. Robin Kaushik, Prof. Varinder Saini, Dr Rohit Jindal

Cultural Commi�ee
Front Row (L-R): Prof. Ravneet Kaur, Prof. Anita S Malhotra, Prof. BS Chavan, Prof. Kanchan Kapoor,
Dr Gurjit Kaur
Back Row (L-R):Mr Bhagwant Singh, Dr Anshu Palta, Dr. Vanita Ahuja, Prof. Suresh Kumar, Ms Jyo�, Mr.
Laxmi Kant Tiwari, Dr Robin Kaushik

College Func�on Commi�ee
Front Row (L-R): Prof. Ravinder Kaur, Prof. Rajeev Sharma, Prof. BS Chavan, Prof. Kanchan Kapoor,
Dr. Gurjit Kaur
Back Row (L-R): Dr. Jyotsna Singh, Prof. Sanjiv Palta, Mrs. Madhu Arora, Dr. Ree� Mehra, Prof. Monica Gupta,
Prof. Mala Bhalla , Mr Baldev, DC(F&A), Dr. Kislay Dimri, Prof. Dasari Harish
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Library Commi�ee
Front Row (L-R): Prof. Gurvanit Kaur Lehl, Prof. Ravneet Kaur, Prof. BS Chavan, Dr. Har Kaur,
Prof. Poonam Goel
Back Row (L-R): Dr Sanjay Gupta, Dr. Anita Tahlan, Dr. Vanita Ahuja, Dr. Kislay Dimri, Dr. Deepak Aggarwal

Hostel Wardens
Front row (L-R): Dr. Anshu Palta, Prof. A.K. A�ri, Prof BS Chavan, Prof. Varsha Gupta, Prof. Mahesh Sharma
Back row (L-R): Dr Sanjay Gupta, Dr Ajeet Kumar Sidana

Literary Commi�ee
Front Row (L-R): Prof. Usha Dalal, Prof. Varinder Saini, Prof. BS Chavan, Prof. Mala Bhalla, Prof. Shivani Jaswal
Back Row (L-R): Dr. Arvind Malhotra, Dr Subina Narang



Student Council
L-R : Binita Jora, Arushi Aggarwal, Prof. BS Chavan, Anushka, Bhumika, Vaibhav Sachdeva

Student’s Editorial Board
Front Row(L-R): Anandita Singh, Dr Dilpreet Pandher, Prof. BS Chavan, Prof Ravi Gupta, Dr Chandrika Azad,
Navkiran
Bach Row (L-R): Shireen Gupta, Shivangi Garg, Raghav Gupta, Shivangi Sharma
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O
ur journey began on
1st September 2015,
we finally entered
GMCH full of
enthusiasm and
dreams of wonderful
college life, delayed by

mul�ple NEET appearings, then a late
counselling...

At that moment the classes were held in Sarai
Building, we were the last batch to a�end
classes there. The hustle to a�end D-Hall,
Anatomy lectures. Formalin making us teary
eyed..Physiology And Bio-chemistry Prac�cal
classes were great places to make new friends
and well an opportunity to prick each other
fingers to make slides.

The constant fear of sub-stage/Grand-stage s�ll
rummages around in the memories of us all.

Amidst the chaos, the Gmch fests are always a
treat for everyone

Plexus-Freshers-Euphoria that’s how many
people look at college life

It's a great opportunity to show your non-
academic skills.

The decora�ons, themes, the late-night dance
prac�ces, hoo�ng are all now part of the great
memories that we will take back with us.

The 2nd proff was rather new for both us and
the faculty. We remember shu�ling between
newly constructed E block and Sarai as
departments were slowly shi�ing to a new
building; ge�ng used to the new labs se�ng
up in new rooms. The lecture theatre was a
HUGE improvement. The infrastructure
upgrade really is equivalent to top colleges of
the country.

Slowly we shi�ed gears from classes to clinics.
20 of us snuck closely around a pa�ent bed
listening to what the consultants were
teaching. The community pos�ngs were also

AU REVOIR



very fun. Travelling to RHTC in our mini-bus ,
interac�ng with families. We learnt the basic
essence of medicine and we were beaming
with pride while carrying our stethoscope. But
s�ll clueless when someone asked, "yeh A
block kaha hai? "

Our batch had mul�ple out-sta�on trips

PULSE DELHI 2016

S�mulus Shimla 2017

Trek to Kheerganga And Manali in 2018

All these trips are etched in our minds forever.

Then came the final prof .. the most dreadful
prof..... Everyone is in Dire Straits — collec�ng
notes, previous ques�on papers etc.

Three months of non-stop exams viva prac�cal
specimen, xray, cases.

We bravely faced everything and passed and
started our internship like usual.

All assigned to their respec�ve departments.
Learning all the stuff an Intern should know.

Then came an unexpected turn in our
life...COVID-19. This unrehearsed situa�on was
new for everyone. We were now in the
frontline against the pandemic. Most of us
more feared going back to our parents; didn’t
want to put them at the risk. The hostellers
were also scampered to find basic ameni�es. In
the day and age of internet, we were so
dependent on it for food clothes that the
complete lock down meant closure of all things
and a look out for alterna�ves

But This too shall pass. The two hardest things
to say in life are hello for the first �me and
goodbye for the last. Finally, I wish lots of
success and happiness to my batch mates. And
�ll we meet again... *Au revoir*

Rajat Jain
Batch 2K15
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Dr. AAKANKSHA MANGOTRA
A beau�ful Kashmiri of Batch 2k15. She’ll mislead you with her
silence but believe me she is the most talka�ve amongst the lot.
Her words of wisdom will always remain in your ears even when
she is not around. She is the true defini�on of beauty with Brains.

Dr. ABHINAV RAWAT
Abhinav aka chidiya because he is always flying ‘high’ and is one
of the best spinners that GMCH ever had. If he ever had a tagline
it would be: “samjh aaye na aaye, yaad karlunga.” A really
hardworking guy and a friend who has always got your back.

Dr. ABHISHEK SHARMA
Abhishek aka Dabbi. A low maintenance, always available, non-
judgemental friend, a great dancer and a phenomenal cricketer
who as captain of the team in Euphoria 2020, with the great
efforts of the team, brought back the trophy to our college.

Dr. ABHIR VERMA
This handsome, aspiring surgeon is the most famous back-
bencher of the class. His talka�ve nature has caught the
a�en�on of all teachers in all profs. He is the most dependable
guy around. He will impress you by not only his looks but his
knowledge.

Dr. ABIJEET SIDHU
Unique in his own way, he will go beyond his limits to keep you
going. A great support system be it emo�onally and/or studies. He
is a good company as he is funny and entertaining and �me will
flow without you even knowing; but beware you won’t be able to
handle his wits. Also a hardcore football fan and known for his
defending.

Dr. ADISHWAR SINGH
The Punjabi guy (who doesn’t speak Punjabi) is famous for his
accent. A gym freak, who can cheat on his GF but not on his diet.
He is famous for his behaviour a�er ge�ng drunk. Richie rich of
the batch, his blood group is Apple posi�ve. A constant late
comer. He is none other than Adishwar singh a.k.a. Devdas.

Dr. AKANKSHA SHARMA
She is the epitome of knowledge and our very own front-bencher.
A fun-loving and super helpful person, she will be there every�me
you need her. She always bears a beau�ful smile on her face and
shine in her eyes. She is passionate towards her work, and sure to
leave a big smile on the face of not only her colleagues but the
pa�ents too. She is a gem of a person who is gonna achieve
amazing things in life.

Dr. ADITYA VATS
He is crea�ve and passionate in everything he does, be it
photography or edi�ng, always making travelling plans which
eventually get cancelled; has the quality of turning a normal joke
into dirty one. Can get away with anything by making a cute
puppy face.

Dr. AKASH RANA
Conserva�ve but definitely the sweetest person. A genius in
studies, wi�y with a great sense of humor. Always a true friend.

Dr. AKSHAY JASWAL
The juicy buoy of our batch. Famous for his small hands, who has
spent more �me in library than his home. A specialist in studying
the whole night just before the exam, and s�ll making it. He has
studied from material never known or heard of before. Future
chief demo of India. “Are you online?”

Dr. AKSHITA GUPTA
Akshita Gupta aka Alien is secret badass, most chilled out
person. Hyperac�ve in everything, be it studying, talking or
a�ending par�es. From being a memer to being mutual friend in
everyone’s ID, she maintains a vivid social profile. Always take
the road less travelled by.

Dr. ALISHA MAHAJAN
Known as the cu�e of the class, she is a pocket dynamite. A big
foodie, always keen on trying new places, she is a blissful soul.
Ever ready to bunk classes and known for laughing in front of
senior teachers during viva. Her smile lights up anyone’s day. Do
not take her silence for decency beacuse she is totally judging
you.

Dr. AMAN
Saini — CC sahab of Euphoria 2019. The man with a heart of gold.
He's the man with “tuff love”. No ma�er what happens, this guy
always got your back. With his wi�y humour and confident
personality, this proud Haryanvi can make a special place in your
heart within seconds. Whether you are in a problem, or you need
an advice, he is the guy to go for. And with his never dying love for
gaming and football, and his knowledge about almost everything,
you can not forget this guy once you meet him. He is the true
meaning of “a friend in need is a friend indeed”.
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Dr. ANJALI NEGI
One of the most recognisable faces of GMCH, was popular by the
slogan “negi dil cheez tujhe dedi”. This dancer extraordinaire has
done wonders during Euphoria and Plexus that we never thought
we’d witness in a med school. Coming from the beau�ful valleys
of Sangla, Kinnaur, former CC of Euphoria, star of every
euphoriography, a recrea�onal chef, bartender of every hostel
par�es, the shoulder to cry on and if you need any help in the
hostel, she’s the one you need. Loved by all seniors and juniors
combined, this dancing queen is the light of all par�es, “Whatever
happens in hostel par�es, stays in hostel par�es” but this we can
say that whoever par�es with Anjali Negi, never gets
disappointed. GMCH will miss you Negi maam

Dr. AMELIA LALTHATLUANGI
Straight ou�a Mizoram, GMCH’s basketball captain, 2k15 girls
football star, euphoria event planner, starter of all fashion trends
with her long labcoats, loose jeans and straight hair with Bieber t-
shirts, girl who o�en sees both sunrise and sunset from the
library. From zero Hindi in first prof to ge�ng a PhD in curse words
a�er final year, this North-eastern keeps opponents and trends on
their toes trynna catch up to her. She’s got a K-pop song to vibe
with every mood, and is always one call away to help you get out
of shit. Flavours dance on her fingers because her spicy food
knocks everything else ou�a the park. Her room is famous for
being the night club of girls hostel.

Dr. ANKUR SHARMA
Ankur Sharma aka “pandit”, CC sahab of Euphoria 2019. Man
with the looks. He is best known for his popularity among girls
and his six packs. The guy who can steal your girl with just a
smile. A loyal guy, full of love and energy for life. Loved by
everyone and hated by none. With his �ght schedule for gym
and avid love for bodybuilding and his “bullet”, he is the guy you
can not miss in a room. And his gentlemanly manners can
impress anyone within seconds. Though some of his “not so
sober stories” state orherwise. Whether you are heartbroken
with a breakup, or you need an advice, he’s the guy to go for.

Dr. ANMOL SINGH
The coolest kid in the batch, this biker, guitarist, traveller is the
most fun-loving person you can be around. He never fails to
amaze you with his photography skills. His adventurous nature
sets him apart from the rest. He is the perfect of example of
living life to the fullest.

Dr. ANURAG DAHRA
He is “most popular” person of our batch. Dil ka bahut acha hai
aur bahut hi bholla bhi. Exams ko lekar iski bahut zyada fa� hai.
He is always there to help you! He is really a good friend whom
you can trust to tell each and everything. He is really
hardworking and surely will be one of the good doctors in
future.

Dr. ARSHI SYAL
The perfect combo of sharp looks and brains!! Acing all the exams,
and being the topper of our final prof, she was the only one to
grab a dis�nc�on in “Medicine” amongst others, a�er many years
in the history of GMCH. The “teacher’s favourite”. But that’s not
all — the sweetest friend that you can get, a fun loving girl who
loves travelling, horror movies and always the most well dressed
person in the room!

Dr. ÀYUSH GOYAL
#262. A student with mo�ves and principles well set in his life,
one who has been the best teachers for all the other students
throughout MBBS and the sincerest among all. His habit of nailing
everything to perfec�on right from the moment he decides to
step in, be it concepts, rubix cube, usmle, chess and latest being
“mahabharat ethics”. Guess who? Its our Dr. Ayush Goyal.

Dr. ARUSHI SHARMA
She’s undoubtedly the cutest li�le bean of 2k15. Sensi�ve but
knows how to keep a strong front. A great pillar of strength and
comfort for her friends, she knows just how to cheer up a
gloomy room. Literally, all she’d have to do is just show up! But
don’t let her cuteness get you off guard. She’s just as fierce when
it comes to standing up for her friends or to speak her mind on a
ma�er. She won’t hold back on calling out any wrongdoing and
can give you quite the earful on that. An excep�onally good
listener, she would remember the �niest details of any story you
share with her, which makes for a trustworthy doctor. And even
more so as a friend.

Dr. BHUPENDER
A really nice guy and a helpful senior. Ini�ally, he might come
across as reserved person but when you interact with him then
you realize how nice, helpful and kind he is, without any ego. His
sanctuary is the 7th floor where you can find him studying or
preparing for presenta�ons or watching TV.

Dr. DEEPALI CHAUHAN
With the heart of gold, she is a friend you can rely on for
prac�cally everything. You need any help , doesn’t ma�er she
knows you or not, this mood upli�er smart girl is going to help
you out well !! This problem solver, go to person is the only thing
you need to have.

Dr. DEEPINDER SINGH
The well dressed, CR 7 fanboy, but unlike many actually pulling it
off and changing en�re matches single handedly. On one day, a
beast of a footballer, and on another, a narcolep�c who can
possibly doze off in any situa�on imaginable. His life is a
constant ba�le between “3 months mei abs” and his sugar
cravings. A great guy with a chilled-out a�tude towards life,
who’s ever ready to party. He is adoringly known as “flying ja�”
of 2k15.

Dr. DEVESH KUMAR
This guy from Kinnaur is not so open, but when he is close to
anyone he never steps back. He is sweet, decent, studious,
idealis�c, and can be looked upon for any help, any�me.

Dr. GAURAV GAIROLA
A fitness freak and a cycling enthusiast who has a field of energy
surrounding him, which you can’t help but no�ce once you enter
his territory. Known for his epic pranks and noises in the class, a
person with a very good sense of humor, with whom you will
never get bored. His photography skills will leave you spellbound.
He is friendly and a truly trustworthy guy.
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Dr. GURMANJOT SINGH
Guru is the voice of GMCH. Famous for his versions of Punjabi
songs and winning in Euphoria, Zenith and S�mulus fests.
Intelligent, funny, great friend, immensely confident. Known for
his excuse — “su�a pya si”, his 12 pair of shoes, love for apple
brand, gaming freak.

Dr. GINA KAUR GILL
The perfect mix of beauty and talent. Just when you think you
know her well enough, she shows you just how much more there
is to unravel and never ceases to amaze you. Be a genuine friend
to her and she’ll give it back ten fold. She owns any field she
puts her mind to, be it artwork, sports, fashion show, you name
it. Every�me she walked down that ramp at the college fashion
show, the bar was set higher for the compe�tors each �me. She
wins over hearts with her innocence just as she wins gold
medals on sports day; effortlessly! A li�le shy at first, but as she
opens up, you realize just how lucky you are to have met her. PS
she can bake a mean batch of cinnamon rolls for inner circle only
(you can’t sit with us!)

Dr. GURSIMRAN SINGH
The BADshah of our batch. His highness is known for making
legendary faces in the group photos, food blogging, forever
ready for a trip. Generous, intelligent, expert procras�nator, the
guy she told you not to worry about. Can be found in every girl’s
FB friend list. Was underground during most of 2nd prof. “Kidda
badshah??”

Dr. HIMANSHU
A.k.a. Pasha bai, part �me gunda. His confidence is as high as his
height. Earliest to start the prepara�on for exam, first one to
finish the syllabus and s�ll unsa�sfied with everything. Famous
for spoiling the plans at the last moment. CCTV camera of his
group.

Dr. HIMNEET DHALIWAL
Big foodie, a bigger coffee addict and the best at advising what
brand to drink. She is as perfect as her perfect winged eyeliner so
anyone with messed up grammer stay away from this girl. A
poetry lover and roman�c by heart, you can count on her and she
wont disapoint you ever. A great, loyal friend and her laugh will
make your day and can even bring you back if you are dead.

Dr. JASKIRAN OBERAI
A sweet girl of our batch, she is so�-spoken, kind and gentle. She
is very coopera�ve and a li�le shy. She likes her own company and
blends with people when they are around.

Dr. JASPREET KAUR
Meet the teaching queen of batch 2K15. She can teach anyone,
anywhere even while walking down the stairs. Also, the proxy
master of her batch, she won’t disapoint you if anyone of the
juniors want their proxy marked. She is warm, friendly, reliable
and a person you can count on. A deadly shakes lover and you
can’t beat her with her collec�on of coloured pants.

Dr. JASMINE KAUR NARULA
Her descrip�on starts with “ik ucha lamba kad”. She is a fun
loving, cheerful girl with a kind, tender heart. She maintains
great balance between �me for work and play, and likes
following her dreams. A foodie and a great cook in just one
person, what else to ask for. She was the alarm clock of our
batch who kept us reminding of our class schedules through all
these years. Without her, most of us would not have been able
to a�end classes on �me. She loves watching TV series and
hanging out with friends, and is always there for her friends
when they need her.

Dr. JAYOTIKA
The Himachali boss lady who’s got brain, knows how to dance,
play some sports, brain behind fashion shows, person to be with
before a viva exam (help you revise in a sec) and a person to have
with you to defend you as a friend and stand by you through
anything. And from some sources from the hostel, she loves to
play Himachali songs and na� dance in hostel birthday par�es;
she’s a true pahadan by heart.

Dr. JYOTI
Total Keto freak who will give you major weight lose goals (12 kg
in 1 month) but food is the heart of her every rela�onship. The
one whom every girl called bro(Jo bro) but has never got into a
fight with anyone. Her laugh adds cherry to the cake (anyone here
fan of Denver), whose every converstaion starts with ‘yarr’; truly
symbolises the bond she has with everyone.

Dr. KAPIL KAK
Kok Dude is famous for laughing in the reverse order “aH- aH- aH”.
Due to intense mimicry by his friends, has stopped laughing ever
since. Extremely studious, library is his second home. A great
friend, loyal, funny. His tummy resembles that of a primigravida.
Marvel universe fan, Captain America is his ideal super hero.

Dr. KARANVIR GOSAL
One of the tallest guys in the class, he can never be seen in an 8
am class and if present you’ll always find him sleeping. His high-
speed driving has given goosebumps to many. A big basketball
fan, famous for his blue truck. With his double meaning jokes, he
is an instant mood upli�er.

Dr. KAWALPREET KAUR
The funkiest, cutest and most loyal friend you’ll ever find. You
can rely on her for good emo�onal support and she won’t fail
you. Girl’s got an impeccable dressing sense and an even more
beau�ful smile! Strong willed and forever ready to have fun!
Cheesecake lover with a good taste in beverages. Well, you
usually don’t mess with women like her. And Oh! She s�ll thinks
she isn’t tall enough!



Dr. KHUSHBU DUTTA
A complete blend of hardworking, caring and a focussed
comrade. Guide and a teacher to all, gives advice like a mother
at �mes. Exams or not, she’s always on her toes. If you get to
give your viva alongside her, then you’ll be a mere spectator!
Has a keen interest in engineering as well.

Dr. KESHAV GARG
His car is his second home. He is a loyal friend and a straight
forward guy who will say whatever comes to his mind without
any filter. He is a humble human being, easily approachable, well
behaved, well dressed, well groomed and always ready to help
out his seniors as well as juniors. His work ethic is appreciable
and his devo�on towards his task is unparalleled. He always
guides his friends to right path. He always has the study material
ready in his tanks for juniors, be it pdf/s, ques�on papers,
diagrams, algorithms and flash cards etc. And you don’t want to
confuse his silence for decency because he is always analysing
something in his gray ma�er.

Dr. KOMALPREET
Hardworking, mul�-talented and always ready to help others.
She is the Po�erhead of our batch.

Dr. LAKSHAY DAYAL
He is one of the unique species and playboy of 2k15. He has one
fantasy about one girl and rest is history. He is very punctual
about home �mings. He is very humble and very helpful and
doesn’t have any fear, and he speaks from his heart XD.

Dr. MALVIKA GUPTA
Polite, sweet, sincere and caring. One of the sweetest friends
you’ll find. Get’s all her work done on �me. You’ll be blessed to
have her as your friend.

Dr. MANAS GUPTA
The poli�cal man of the batch with roots from the state of UP,
there’s no one who can match him when it comes to Hindi debate.
One who has deep faith in god, having devoted his life to god. He
is one with whom you can spend hours of talking.

Dr. MANSI CHUGH
The ini�ator of all conversa�ons, party plans, as well as group
studies. MFU, fashion shows to even debates, no fest is
complete without her either par�cipa�ng or hos�ng an event!
The best of friends, the worst of enemies. She will always greet
you with the cute smile, just don’t meet her during exams. Don’t
fall for her cribbing though, she will ace every test! With all the
enthusiasm and curiosity packed into her, she’s definitely a jack
of all trades and a master of many!

Dr. MANPRIYA DOGRA
This sweet girl can make you smile any�me. She is cute, funny,
smart, intelligent and full of life. She is too fond of Punjabi songs
and she can’t drive her car without listening to songs. Her notes
are always complete but you need a great luck to understand her
handwri�ng. Always ready to eat pizza/Manchurian. This
aspiring orthopaedic surgeon has a great love for family, friends
and, most importantly, her teddy bears.

Dr. MEGHA GOYAL
This ex CR of batch 2015 has done it all, from dancing on the
stage on every event to securing dis�nc�ons. Once she sets her
mind at something she archives it. The “humming bird” of our
batch (for all those who have ever read with her) knows how to
keep that kid inside alive, no ma�er what life throws at her.

Dr. MEGHNA CHAUDHARY
Selfie stand, who also loves to keep everyone’s hilarious images
in her phone. A girl so friendly and experienced that she is
“Mummy” for hostlers. Monica Geller’s cleanliness is nothing as
compared to hers. Strict for studies but a party freak too. Mixed
bag of emo�ons and expressions.

Dr. MOHIT SHEKAML
He is the mysterious man of 2k15 who loves sol�tude more than
anything else. He is a nature lover who loves mountains, forests,
sky watching and thus is ever-ready for trips and any reason to
escape from claustrophobic ci�es. A fitness freak who always finds
ways to keep himself healthy. He loves Indian army and will soon
be a part of it. All the best !!

Dr. NAAZ MANCHANDA
A cha�er box you can always look upon for anything. Cute like
panda but sassy as hell. Keeps everyone cheerful by her
incessant wi�y replies to your savage remarks. Popular on
Instagram for her 3 am write ups. Inspira�on for wri�ng strikes
to her a night before the exams. A helpful soul who is happy as
long as she’s fed well.

Dr. NITIN SHARMA
Ni�n Sharma aka small a�tude. Don’t go by his name, he is very
humble, a gentleman and 24x7 available for friends. Perfect zero
figure but 100% commi�ed. Famous for his one liners: tum hasso
na hasso mai apne joke par zaroor hasega. Great fast bowler
with a ‘broken’ finger and famous for his ‘jhaadu shot’ and
‘beetroot scandal’.
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Dr. PARNEET KAUR GROVER
Without a shadow of doubt, the words poised, beauty and
royalty come to mind, with just a li�le dash of badass sprinkled
on top. It truly amazes you how strong headed this woman can
be. As a friend she has always got your back who can make you
forget all your worries over a mellow cup of coffee (Starbucks
please, if you will). With her set of skills and a sharp mind, you’ll
be lucky to have her as your doctor. With her compassionate
soul, even luckier to have her as a friend. Course grind a
millennial batch of fine royalty, add double shots (60 ML=Roll
No) of beauty and poise with thick skinned badassness. Top it off
a sprinkle of fierce love for her friends. And you get Espreeto
cappuccino.

Dr. NITTIKA GARG
This cheerful girl is always eager to a�end par�es. She is a big
foodie, fun loving and passionate person. She is a fashionista,
never �red of shopping. She is a fighter in real life and known for
her frank and candid behaviour and super caring nature for
friends. One can never match up with her speed of finishing TV
series. Her Roll No. 59 will always be rembered by our
batchmates. She is sweet, honest, trustworthy, reliable and an
ideal friend.

Dr. PARUL KADIAN
I think you already know her by now! Chances are she’ll also
figure you out in one or 2 mee�ngs. A beloved senior and a
much more beloved junior ;), she is an appropriate combina�on
of sophis�ca�on and “jaat budhhi”. As mature and virtuous,
she’s a passionate soul, be it her OCD of arranging everything in
order or adding the apt zest in her food. Someone who’d go any
length for friends and for birthday celebra�ons! Beware of
messing with this pre�y, confident and strong opinionated
person as she is (also giving in to glimpse’s �tles) Dhakad, the
lady boss.

Dr. PRATYUSHA SINGH
A happy go lucky person with a nice heart. Generally, has a crush
on ortho professors. Can cook for you pasta that will touch your
heart. And not to forget her habit of laughing at inappropriate
�mes (esp when being scolded by college professors) and crying
in front of bhau naaz.

Dr. RAHUL DESWAL
The introvert turned extrovert jaat boy of batch 2k15. Avid
basketball player. You only know him half unless you have a drink
with him. This person is literally male ‘Hansa’ –‘mai toh thak gya’
without even moving his finger. BF someone could wish for. Will
always stand by your side no ma�er what.

Dr. RAJAT JAIN
He’s famously renowned by many as the guy who always gets
the job done. He’ll always give you a solu�on to help you out no
ma�er what the situa�on. He harbours a very sharp business
minded brain, organisa�on skills and knowledge outside the
curriculum that has reaped him and his friends many rewards
throughout the years. A fun-loving person who cares for his
friends, he’ll surely achieve great heights in the future.

Dr. RAMANJOT SINGH
A happy go lucky man with a big heart. A great plan canceller. A
person who’ll a�end the en�re clinical pos�ng but will skip the
ward leaving and then he’ll eat your brain coz of tension of
decreased internals. A gamer by heart. You need any info of any
game, the right person to contact is our dear Ramu kaka. He is
Saint Raamu, the epitome of innocence, most helpful guy in the
whole batch.

Dr. RIPUDAMAN SINGH
Star�ng from *oh chutney taa paa*, *dafa ho ja*, and
memorising each and every chapter *No.* of all the MBBS
textbooks, he is definitely one of the most favorites among the
complete college. Memorizing things is his art and confidence is
his ego, his *khau khau* has been a constant over the years and
probably will be. Yes, he is one of our Dr Ripudaman Singh.

Dr. RIDHAM
This dis� holder is the most hardworking and cheerful girl you’ll
ever come across. With her impeccable quiz winning records and
flair for wri�ng, she’s probably one of the nicest people in the
batch. Truly a very reliable friend. Glimpse 2019 wouldn't be
possible without her. Wishing her all the success.

Dr. RUTVI CHAHAL
With spring in her gait and a smile so wide, the ‘Miss Glamorous’
aka SON PARI is one to experiment with fashion. A true friend at
heart, is always there for her loved ones with hugs and the best
advices. A karate black belt, a fitness fana�c and a sincere
student, she is a disciplined person dancing her way through life.

Dr. SACHIN KALSAN
Talk of what he is not! He is wi�y, he’s intelligent, is party-animal,
enthusiast, KGF-protagonist-looks. Wander-lust and hard-working,
generosity, amicability and loyality are his posi�ve a�ributes. Gym
freak with all his calories calculated un�ll he starts to get high. He
definitely has got some mind-blowing moves on Haryanvi songs.
College fests’ interior designer and decorator! He will definitely
achieve heights.

Dr. SAKSHI
This adorable girl is known for her hardworking and quiet nature.
Always ready to accept challeges. She is a foodie, helpful and
trustworthy person. Her simplicity is admirable and her kiddish
nature makes her the cutest friend.

Dr. SAMEER SHEKHAR
Hails from Bharatpur, Rajasthan. Mul�ple talents and never-
ending sleep are like Yin-Yang of his life. He never backs off any
challenge put in front. With his sharpness for grasping and edged
learning skill, he has been him through MBBS curriculum easily. A
be�er chef and cricket player over the period. A good person,
friend and surely a good budding medical expert.

Dr. SANDEEP GALGAT
A person in whom one can believe blindly. He is helping,
hardworking and one with all official contacts, always giving the
right news at the right �me. He will never be forgo�en for years
for his prime contribu�on in ge�ng increase in s�pend of GMCH
interns. His work for our literary commi�ee as editor of Glimpse-
18 has been flawless.



Dr SANJAY
This is Sanjay, let me introduce its synonyms – munshi and guyton.
He is a basic person who loves things at their basic only. He has an
angle of perspec�ve to look at life from a carefree and stress less
a�tude. He loves mo�choor ladoo and shakes. Nothing more
than a trip to mountains can elate his mood, as he seeks eternal
peace in mountains! He dreams to be an orthopedician.

Dr. SAVI
Chota packet of peace, always holds her values high. Calm
composed, intelligent, least bothered about views of people, you
are blessed if you have her as a friend.

Dr. SHEVYA GAGAL
The person can be known for her seriousness — from cleanliness
to studies to friends, this girl can take care of everything. A
cha�erbox who’ll never shut her mouth, but her bakwaas feels
like some background music is being played which is heard but
never paid a�en�on to. A crazy party animal though.

Dr. SHIVAM TYAGI
To a man who has shepherded innumerable friends through many
dark caves; who’s scien�fic accumen, linguis�c erudi�on and
behavior comprehension is as cap�va�ng as his ability to merit
rela�ons above all! He has played every role, both in personal and
professional life with absolute perfec�on. His love for “Chai” is a
unifying bond amongst all his loved ones! He’ll surely be missed
as a ‘Go to person’ for ma�ers of head and heart!

Dr. SHIVANI GUPTA
Topper & an NRI? This gutsy girl has broken all stereotypes of
being an NRI in college. She’s the fulcrum who managed to keep
the see-saw of par�es and padhai @180° throughout. This
“always ready to help” person wins your heart with her big
smile. The footballer will be remembered for her hand wri�en
notes from Harisson and her late night classes one day before
the exam that have helped many to survive.

Dr. SHREY CHAUHAN
He is the ladies man of the batch. This guy is full of love and
energy for life. His charisma�c and magne�c personality can
easily make a great impression on anyone. And with his wi�y
humour and one liners, he can make any situa�on funnier. With
his smooth-talking skills, he can easily catch any one’s a�en�on
and can bring another level of excitement and fun in any party.
His love and passion for cricket is not unknown to anyone. Once
you meet this guy, you can’t forget him easily.

Dr. SHREYAS MISHRA
He has a way of winning hearts with his great sense of humour.
This guy can infuse cheer into the bleakest soul with his
enthusias�c nature and warm heart. His happy go lucky nature in
every situa�on is pre�y praiseworthy. A medico by chance and a
biker by choice, he leaves no stone unturned to be that person
you can look upto whenever the need arrives. Absolute gem of a
person with a purest soul.

Dr. SHREYA ARORA
Sincere, Humorous, Reliable, Enthusias�c, Youthful, Ambi�ous —
adjec�ves fall short while defining this hard working beauty with
brains. She Immensely loves her endless sta�onary. And is a great
believer of gaining mul�ple new skills. Not just knowledge, but
she also has a keen eye for photography, travel, crea�vity, art,
fashion, music, movies and what not. From decora�ng for Plexus
to hos�ng the quiz, she has contributed in every possible way with
utmost dedica�on and brilliant organisa�on. She is one pure and
wi�y soul who definitely proves to be a worthy friend to have by
your side at all �mes.

Dr. SHUBHI BANDLISH
A cheerful person with a smile as contagious as flu, you can
actually hear her laughing from the end of corridor. Comes
across as a fiery lady in the first go, will surprise you with her
vibrant personality and refreshing company. S�ll dare not start
an argument, because you’ll lose. Besides being a dancer,
painter, singer, and an amazing friend, this party animal has
been great academically. Our “zingaat” girl has aced it all since
day one.

Dr. SHWETA
Chhota packet, bada dhamaka; juniors’ favourite senior; a nerd
by day by being the most sought out person in the library for a
last minute revision before every exams, and a party animal by
night, the party popper in every hostel and college par�es with
juniors and seniors; from her sanskari suits in 1st prof to her
metamorphosis to LBDs and red bo�om heels, this wild child
sets the best example of the quote “MBBS is not so boring a�er
all”. If y’all wanna see for yourself, be sure to check out her
Instagram @shweta227 for more ‘keeping up with GMCH’s
Kardashian’ coz she’s just that awesome.

Dr. SIDDHARTH
Silent dude, never replies in group chats. Silent killer with his
intelligence, the way he destroyed his friends in community
medicine internals. Like an endangered species, rarely seen
nowadays. A gaming freak, can live without oxygen but not
without ea�ng kurkure.

Dr. SONALI KAUNDAL
Also known as the party girl of the group, she is everyone’s
friend and always ready to help seniors and juniors. She is the
go-to person for any gossip and an amazing dancer. She par�es
like a freak and studies like a pro. A total fashionista, she is the
perfect blend of beauty with brains!

Dr. SONALI THAKUR
The girl with magical hands which turn everything into gold. From
being the ex-CC of Plexus, event planner of Euphoria, and queen
of na� dance. With girl next door looks and smart fashion
choices, she never misses any party, trip or a moment of fun. She
is the person who enjoys her life to fullest and then baffles every
one by toping all exams. She is the one who knows everything
from books to life and plays both roles of friend and counsellor.
She is the girl with true magic.
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Dr. TEJAS PATIL
Our chhupa rustom with an innocent look and hyperflexed neck
who hides many parts of himself deep beneath well. He is a gamer
by heart while being passionate for his studies, along with his
awesome cooking skill and not to forget his ability to strike your
chord by his guitar.

Dr. SUKHDEEP SINGH SAHI
From organising Plexus to misreading en�re ques�ons on exams.
The “O.G” Punjabi cause of his love for Chandigarh and inability
to converse in Hindi. A kind hearted person and a great friend
who’s always up for some humour, so that there never really is a
dull moment.

Dr. TULIKA GARG
You’ll always find her making people around her laugh (or
annoyed!) by her jokes and puns. In hospital, she’s like a baby
whisperer who can make them voluntarily put their hands forth
for sampling. She’s charming, a dancing diva, a caring doctor, a
foodie and a loyal and honest friend with a very big heart. Add in
a lot of ambi�on and you wonder how can all this fit in such a
small package?

Dr. UTTAM SINGH
The rising star, born from ape a video with “Sarkailo kha�ya”
moves, he became the tallest person of GMCH, spending rest of
the �me in studying. With his great pronuncia�on skill, he always
makes everyone laugh. He grew up as chess master and may plan
to search the world to find his apt match. He is one of our toppers
but with a weak immunity.

Dr. VAIBHAV SHARMA
He is the perfect piece created by god to be there whenever you
need to bitch someone. This guy is known by various names, the
most famous being “jaundice”, with overflowing love for his
friends which makes him the person who always has your back
despite his mood swings.

Dr. VANAJA JAIN
The editor sahiba of Glimpse 2018 is surely the best person you
will find around, always ready to help (both friend and foe) and
too good at heart. She has a mastery in droping her stuff
anywhere, from physio lab to medicine wards, from keys to her
wallet. Always ready to present cases when nobody does, she is a
true “saviour”.

Dr. VINAY KUMAR
Vinay aka Bawa is a Himchali, not by birth but en�rely by heart.
He is a great party starter, with a wonderful taste in music. He is a
great friend who will be always on your side, which makes him
equally popular among both juniors and seniors. He is a very bold
speaker, as well as a great listener, apart from being the one of the
best proxy master of our college.

Dr. YOSHNAWALIA
From being childish to mature, she is among the sincerest
students of our batch. She has her priori�es set right, varying from
Plexus bhangra to studying, she has aced it all. One of the former
editors of Glimpse, she le� many speechless from her poetry.

Dr. YAJUR ARYA
He is one of the most charming, sweet, kind and generous
persons, and manages to be the “Know it all” of the batch, every
single �me! Been effortlessly acing the academics through all the
four professionals, with a number of dis�nc�ons to his credit, he
is also a big movie buff, cricket enthusiast, and has travelled more
than half of the world!! He will definitely be there for you,
whenever you’re in a crisis, and is the go-to person for many of his
classmates and juniors alike!



Earnest Gratitude

Prof. B.S. Chavan, Director-Principal

Prof. Ravi Gupta, Medical Superintendent Prof. Jasbinder Kaur, Prof. Incharge Academics

Sh. Jasbir Singh, Joint Director (Admin) Sh. Anil Moudgil, PS to Director-Principal
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